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CHAPTER IV 

Composite particles 

1 Introduction 

The covariant laws of electrodynamics of composite particles will be derived 
in this chapter on the basis of the equations that govern the fields and motion 
of charged point particles. 
The equations for the fields generated by composite particles will be found 

by introducing covariantly defined multipole moments, through which the 
inner structure of the composite particles will be characterized. As a con 
sequence the field equations will contain in their sources the effects of the 
motion of these multipoles. It will turn out that the electric and magnetic 
properties then appear in a more symmetrie fashion than in the non-relativ 
istic approximation. 
The centra! problem in the derivation of equations of motion of composite 

particles in an electromagnetic field consists in defining a covariant centre of 
energy. It will be shown how such a definition can be obtained and how it 
leads to covariant equations of motion for particles endowed with multipole 
moments, at least in the case of weak fields. 

2 The field equations 

a. The atomie series expansion 

Let us consider a system in which the charged point particles ( electrons and 
nuclei) are grouped into stable entities (such as atoms, ions, molecules, free 
electrons), which will be called 'atoms' here. The particles will be labelled 
by double indices ki, where k numbers the atoms and i their constituent 
particles. Then the field equations (III.4-5) become: 

Opr/3 = L eki I u~;(sk;)6(4){Rk;(sk;)-R}dski· 
k,i 

Here ski is the proper time along the world line ofparticle ki, Rf;(ski) its four 
position, u%;(sk;) its four-velocity, and eki its charge. From the form of the 
integral it follows that it is not necessary to choose the proper time as the 
parameter along the world line. A different parametrization will indeed be 
introduced. 
Let us now choose a (at the moment arbitrary) privileged world line R% 

that describes the motion of atom kas a whole, with the proper time sk. This 
parametrization can be carried over to the world lines of the constituent 
particles ki by defining the point RZ.(sk) on the world line of ki with the help 
of the relation: 

Rk;(sk)-nisk) = R/sk)-nisk), 

where nr(sk) is an arbitrary, fixed time-Iike unit vector depending on sk. 
(Later on we shall make various choices for this unit vector.) Internal atomie 
parameters r{.(sk) are now introduced by 

r%;(sk) = RZ;(sk)-R~(sk). 

c-1r(R) = ~ ek I ur(sk)é/4l{Rhk)-R}dsk 

(2) 

(3) 

Introducing this definition into (1) and expanding the delta function in 
powers of r{i, one obtains 

J ( d ,a ) 00 
( 1)" af]_ a 1ki - .. n (4)f êJpJ -I;eki uhk)+- I--(1kiêJ)6 lRhk)-R}dsk,(4) 

k,i ds, n=O 11 ! 

where uZ(sk) = dRZf ds, and where the fact has been used that êJ/êJR% acting 
on the delta function is the same as - Da acting on it. The first term on the 
right-hand side with the term n = 0 of the series expansion is 

(5) 

(with ek the total charge Li eki of atom k). This Iour-vector has com 
ponents o: = 0 and o: = I, 2, 3, which are equal to the charge density and the 
current density ( divided by c ). Equation ( 4) can now be written as 

a/Jr/J(R) = C-
1j\R)+op L eki { Î (-l)"J u%rf;(rk;-à)"-1 

k,i 11= 1 11 ! 

(1) 

+ Î (-ltJ dr%i rf;(rki·à)"-1} 3(4\Rk-R)dsk. (6) 
11=0 n! ds, 

One can complete the second term at the right-hand side to the divergence 
of an antisymmetric tensor by subtracting a term of similar structure hut 
with r{,dRVdsk instead of ( dRUdsk)r{. Ifthis extra term is partially integrated 
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and then added to the last term, one obtains 

a(Jr(J = c-1.r+a(Jmaf!_ 
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(7) 

This equation has already the form of Maxwell's inhomogeneous equations. 
It contains the antisymmetric tensor 

00 
( 1)" + 1 J { ( d f! d .a ) } af! - a (J a (J 11 a rki I ki /3 m = I eki I --- rki uk - uk rki + ----- rki --- - - rki 

k,, n=l n! n+1 ds, ds, 

(rdà)11-1b(4l(Rk- R)dsk, (8) 

which will be called the atomie polarization tensor. 
The internal coordinates r[;(sk) enter this expression in certain combina 

tions which we shall call the 'covariant elcctric and magnetic multipole 
moments', defined as 

a1 ... O:n _ 1 "cq ~an µ(,,)k - - I eki I ki ... 1 ki, 
n! ; 

(n=l,2, ... ), 

11 ( dr/7.,_,+ 1 dra(') 1/1'.j ... 0:11+1 = c-1 --~' e. ra~ ,,.o:,_1-1 ra,_1 _k_, - -ra~1+1 ____!!..!._ 
(n)k ( l) f L, /" k, •" k, ki d ki d ' n+ . , sk sk 

(11 = 1, 2, ... ). 

Their dependence on the tirne-like unit vector n~(sk) is indicated by the 
index (n). With the help of these quantities the polarization tensor becomes 

111af! = 'Ç' ~(-l)n+lJ( a1 ... a,,-,x/3_ a1 ... a,,-,f!ua L, L, µ(n)k i k µ(n)k k 
k n= 1 

+cva, .. _.a,,-,af!)è ö(4)(R -R)ds (10) (n)k a, ... a,,-1 k k, 

where we have written à a, ... a,, for Óa, Óa1 ••• Óa,,. The combination of elec 
trio and magnetic multipele mornents which occurs here will be cmployed 
frequently, and will be denoted as 

1110:1 .. ,0:n+l = c-1( a1 ... 0.:nuO:n+1_µaJ.,.1Xn-lO:n+1ua")+v0:1---Cl11+1 (n)k - µ(n)k k (n)k k (n)k • 

In this way maf! may be written in the compact form 

maf!= C ,Ç-S ~ (-l)"+1J ma, .. _.a,,-,af!a ö(4)(R.-R)ds .. L.t L.t (n)k ai ... O:n - 1 k J.. 
k n= 1 

(9) 

The inhomogeneous equation (7) with (5) and (12), together with the 
homogencous one 

ayflr+aflra+ayrf! = 0 

(11) 

(12) 

form the atomie equations! for the fields generaied by atoms with charges ek 
and multipole moments µë,:ii/" and v<,\ii/" (n = 1, 2, ... ). The retarded 
solution of (7) and (13) may be written in terms of the Green function 
(III.44), derived in the preceding chapter. One finds (cf. (III.59)): 

r/3 = t f .1:/3 ds, = t J u:t) + .1:!m))dsk' 
where the contributions of the charges and multipoles are: 

Jtfel = - ek (u%èf!-uf ér)c5{(R-Rk)2}0(R-Rk), 
2n 

A 

00 
(-1 )"c { ( d ) ) r•f! = - '\' ---- ma, ... ct"ct3/! -c-1 --- -u ·à µa1 .. ,ct,,-1aaf! 

Jk(m) - L, (n)k .x1 ... a,, d k k .a, ... a,,-,f 
11=1 2n sk 

b{(R-Rk)2}0(R-Rk)-(rx, /3). (16) 

Here d/dsk acts only on the electric multipole moment flk. Furtherrnore 
O(R-Rk) is the unit step function of R0 -Rf. The symbol ( c; /3) indicates the 
preceding terms with o: and /3 interchanged. If (16) is inserted into (14), the 
second term gives no contribution since the integral over sk may be per 
formed. The reason for retaining it is that (15) and (16) as they stand are 
together the multipole expanded form of the integrand of (III.59) ( v. prob 
lem 4). This property will be useful later on. 
It wil! be convenient to split the retarded field in the plus and minus fields 

( which are half the sum and half the difference of the retarded and advanced 
solutions respectively). The plus fields will satisfy an equation of the form 
(7) with (5) and (12), whereas the equation for the minus field wil! contain 
no sources. Since the advanced field has the same form as (14) but with 
0(Rk-R) instead of 0(R-Rk), one finds then for the plus and minus fields 

f1 = t f }t ds, = t J (}~{(e) + f~{(m))dsk, 

{Aa{! _ ek ( a ,-,p p aa)-{(R R )2} . +k(e) = - 4n uko -uk o - k , 

(14) 

(15) 

(17) 

where the contributions of the charges and multi po les are for the plus field 

(18) 

(13) 

1 A. N. Kaufman, Ann. Physics 18(1962)264; H. Bacry, Ann. Physique 8(1963)197; 
S. R. de Groot and L.G. Suttorp, Physica 31(1965)1713; L.G. Suttorp, On the covariant 
derivation of macroscopie electrodynamics from electron theory, thesis, Amsterdam (1968) 
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~ 
00 

('-l)"e·{ ( d ) } Jap = _ '\' ma, ... a,.a0p -e-1 _ -u .0 µ"'--·"n-1a0p +k(m) - L, 4 (n)k .a,,,,a,. d k k ,a,,,.a,.- 1 "= 1 n sk 

<5{(R-Rk)2}-(a,[3), (19) 

while the minus fields contain an extra factor e(R-Rk) = O(R-Rk) 
O(Rk-R) after the delta functions. The partial fields fulfil the equations: 

,., f~o:fi - "',C4)(R R) ek ""' ·"'{(R R )2} Op +k(e) - ekuku k- + -o ukou - k , 
4n 

a J""'fi - ~ (1 ')"e {m"''--·"'""'8 -1 ( d ·") p +k(m) - L, - (n)k a1,,,a,.-C - -UkO 
11=1 ds, 

ll"'--·"n- '"ó } oC4l(R - R) k a1 ... Cln-1 k 

00 (-1)"-1 (d ) ' + v -- - -u ·8 µ"'1--·""êl' b{(R-R.)2} L, 4 d k k .a,,,.a,. k , 
n= 1 n sk 

op}'::.te) = :: ó"'uk·ób{(R-Rk)2}e(R-Rk), 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

'.) f~"fi ~ (-1)"-1 ( d ·a) a, ... a,.-a ,f(R R )2, (R R) (23) Up -k(m) = L, --- .- -Uk µk 0,0:1 .. ,a,.Ul - k fB - k • 
11=1 4n ds, 

If one integrates these four equations over sk only the first terms of the right 
hand sides of (20) and (21) give contributions (v. (7) with (5) and (12)). 
The inhomogeneous atomie field equations may be written in an alternative 
form by introducing the atomie 'displacement tensor' 

f{P = f"fi-maP. (24) 

Then equation (7) becomes 

a Jo:fi -1 •a 
pi =e J, (25) 

which has the same form as Maxwell's inhomogeneous equation. 
Owing to the antisymmetry of h"'P equation (25) is consistent with the 

Iaw of conservation of charge 

aar= 0, (26) 

which may be proved from expression (5) for the four-current. 

b. Multipole moments 
The polarization tensor (10) contains the covariant multipole moments (9) 
which depend on the atomie internal coordinates r%i, measured in the ob 
server's (et, R)-frame. These covariant multipole moments have different 
values in different observer's Lorentz frames. They are therefore not con 
stant properties which characterize the atoms. It is more convenient to 
characterize the internal electromagnetic structure of the atoms by means of 
parameters that are independent of the velocity of the atoms. This can be 
achieved with the help of parameters defined ma Lorentz frame in which the 
atom as a whole is at rest. Such an 'atomie frame' must have a (constant) 
velocity v equal to (dRddt)i=to (at a moment t = t0) with respect to the 
reference frame (et, R) of the observer. Space-time coordinates of the 
reference frame (et, R) and of the atomie frame (erC0J, R(0l) are connected 
by a Lorentz transformation. 
In the atomie frame the atom may be characterized by internal parameters 

r~?), which at the moment t(0J = tá0l (correspondingto t = t0 in the reference 
frame) are purely spatial vectors, i.e. rI? )0 = 0. This corresponds to the 
choice e-1uf voorn% as follows from (2) with (3). Since the atom suffers 
accelerations the atomie frame is just a momentary rest frame: only for 
t = t0 does the atomie velocity dR[0l /dt(0l vanish. Hence one needs for a 
description in which the atomie parameters are independent of the velocity all 
the time a succession of momentary rest frames. This succession of Lorentz 
frames which is nota Lorentz frame itself will be called the permanent atomie 
rest frame ( denoted by a prime). It coincides at time t0 with the momentary 
atomie rest frame which has been denoted by (0). 
The proper atomie multipole moments are certain useful combinations of 

the atomie internal parameters r{i, defined in the permanent atomie frame1• 
The electric atomie 2"-pole moment is defined as2 

(n) 1 '\' ( , )" 
µk = - L, eki rki , 

n! i 
(n = 1, 2, ... ) (27) 

and the magnetic atomie 2"-pole moment as: 

(n) n '\' ( , )" f{i 
vk = --- L, eki rki /\ - , 

(n+l)! i e 
1 A. N. Kaufman, op.cit. (dipole case), S. R. de Groot and J. Vlieger, Physica 31(1965)125 
(quadrupole case); S. R. de Groot and L.G. Suttorp, op.cit.; L. G. Suttorp, op.cit. 
2 For atoms in uniform motion these atomie multipole moments coincide with the space 
space and space-time components of the covariant multipole moments (I 1) - with the 
unit vector n" chosen as uV c - in the rest frame. If the atom suffers accelerations the rela 
tion between the covariant and atomie multipole moments is slightly more complicated 
(v. appendix II). 

(n = 1, 2, ... ) (28) 
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(the powers indicate polyads of three-vectors ). The dot indicates a time deriv 
ative defined in a special way as explained in appendix II. 
The polarization tensor, which in (10) is given in terms of the covariant 

multipole moments, may be written now as a function of the atomie multi 
pole moments. The connexion between the two kinds of multipele moments 
follows from a Lorentz transformation (v. appendix II). With the help of the 
relations (A6), (A41) and (A43) one obtains, perforrning the integral over 
sk, for the components m'? = pi of the polarization tensor: 

p = I Î (-l)n+l ["il (n-1) ag{nhk/Jk)P(V•n;l)"-p-1: µf"lt5(Rk-R)} 
kn=l p=O p 

-ni1 (n-1) 8/;{(Yk/Jk)P(V·fi1;1)"-p-1: vi"l A/hö(Rk-R)} 
p=O p 

n~
2 (n-2) (n-l)(n+1) '"'P{( fJ )P(\7,.n.-l)n-p-2, '"' ( a )·o + L., ----- Oo Yk k 'I' :,,:.k YkOo Ykf'k :,,:.k 

p=O p 11 

: vf"l AJhö(Rk-R)} 

- nÎ (n-2) (n-1)3/;{0k(YkPkY(V•fi; iy-p-ZYk ao(yk/Jk)·nk 
p=O p 

: µk"lö(Rk-R)}] , (29) 

where the triple dot stands for an n- or (n- 1 )-fold contraction. This ex 
pression contains as external variables the position vector R, of the atoms 
(entering only in the delta function), the velocity dRk/dt = /Jkc and higher 
time derivatives. Furthermore we used the abbreviation Yk = (1-pn-½ and 
the three-tensor (U is the unit three-tensor) 

nk = u+(r,:1_1)/Jdh az ' 
Pk 

as well as its inverse 

n;1 = U+(yk-1) fk/Jk Pi . 
The three-tensor Qk can be interpreted in terms of a Lorentz contraction, 

since for every three-vector a = a11+a1. (split into apart parallel and apart 
perpendicular to the velociiy /Jkc) one has according to definition (30) 

,--2 
nk•a = ll.1. +,il-/J1cll;;· 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

This shows that the longitudinal component of the vector is subjected to a 
Lorentz contract ion. In view of this property of Qk we eliminate n; 1 from 

(29) by means of the identity 

n;1 = nk+Yk/Jk/Jk, 

which is a consequence of (30) and (31 ). In the result for the polarization the 
atomie multipole moments then occur contracted with the tensor .Qk· These 
quantities will be denoted with underlined syrnbols: 

(11) - 1 '\' (,-' • ·' )" .1:!'.k = - 1.., eki :..:.k 1 ki , 
n! i 

(n = 1, 2, ... ), 

v<n) = __ n_ '\' e -(0 ·r' ·)"-10 · (r'. /\ r~;) 
_k ( 1) 1 1..., k, k ki k ki , n+ . , C 

(33) 

(34) 

(n = 1, 2, ... ). (35) 

According to (32) they represent atomie electromagnetic multipole moments 
of which the longitudinal components are submitted to a Lorentz contrac 
tion. With the help of (34) and (35) the electric polarization (29) becomes 
finally: 

P=IÎ "il f (-1)"-1(n-1)! 
k 11=1 p=o q=o(n-1-p)!(p-q)! 
vn-i-pag-q-1[(Yk/Jk)P-q3o{Yf(Ydh)q: (~"l-~k"l A/Jk)}]Dqc5(Rk-R) 

co 11-l p-1 (-1)"-1(11-l)' +II I I . 
k n=2 p=l q=O n(n-1-p)!(p-q)! 

vn-l-pag-q-l[{ao(YkPkY-q}{yf(yk/Jk?: (~f·l /\fJk)}]Dqö(Rk-R). (36) 

The nabla operator differentiates R, which occurs only in the delta function. 
Furthermore the product a;; 180, which occurs if p = q in the first sum, is to 
be considered as umty. The triple dot stands for an (n-1 )-fold contraction. 
The symbol Dq is defined by: 

Dqb(Rk-R) = I l 3'b-"'{(Pk·V)"'c5(Rk-R)}. (37) 
m=O m!(q-m)! 

The magnetization mi = mjk (i,j, k = 1, 2, 3 cycl.) follows by substitution 
of (A4!) and (A42) into (10). Then one obtains an expression which is 
similar to (36) but with the replacements 

~in) --> ~n) /\ /Jk, 
in)/\ /Jk --> - ~in)• 

This shows a symmetry between the components p and m of the polarization 
tensor maP. 

(38) 
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The polarization tensor obtained so far contains time derivatives of the 
delta function as is apparent from (37). They can be expressed in terms of 
spatial derivatives, because 

a0b{Rit)-R} = -Pk·Vé>{Rlt)-R}. 

By means of the chain rule of differentiation one then obtains a sum of 
spatial derivatives of the delta function, where each term has a factor in 
front of it, which may contain pk and time derivatives of Pk· For the values 
q = 0 and 1 one finds directly from (37) 

D0 = I, D1 = 0. 

(39) 

(40) 
For dipoles (11 = 1) and quadrupoles (n = 2) one only needs these values. 

c. The field equations 

The atomie field equations (7) and (13) read in three-dimensional notation 

V·e = o" -V·p, 

-a0e+VAb =j/c+a0p+VAm, 

V·b = 0, 
aob+VAe=O. 

(41) 

of which the lowest orders will be given and discussed in the next subsection. 
The sources p°,j, pand m which are functions of Randt are all sums 

over the separate atoms k. They contain the internal atomie quantities ek 
( which are scalars ), µi") and vi") ( which are defined in the atomie frames). 
They also depend on the external quantities of the atoms, which are defined 
in the observer's (et, R)-frame. The external quantities include the atomie 
positions, velocities and higher time derivatives of these. Time derivatives 
of the internal quantities µi") and vf'l also occur. The atomie field equations 
are still equations for the microscopie fields e and b, in which however the 
existence of stable groups of point particles is taken into account. They con 
tain internal and external quantities, all referring to single atoms. Thus the 
atomie field equations can be said to be valid at the so-called kinetic level 
of the theory. 
An alternative form of the atomie field equations follows by introducing 

the displacement vectors d' = h0' and li = 1zik (i,j, k = 1, 2, 3 cycl.) that 
form part of the displacement tensor (24 ). The Jatter definition reads for the 
components: 

d = e+p, h = b-m, (46) 
so that one has for (41): 

Here e' =J0', bi =Ji\ p" =j0/c,j' =i,/ = -m0; and m' = ,nik (i,j, k 
= 1, 2, 3 cycl. ). These atomie field equations have the same form as Max 
well's equations. Their source terms include the atomie charge density 

(47) 

Pe = L ekb(Rk-R) 
k 

and the atomie current density 

j = I, ekpkcb(Rk-R), 
k 

(42) 

V·d = p°, 
-aod+VAh =j/c, 

V·b = 0, 
a0b+V »;« = 0. 

These alternative atomie field equations have the form in which the macros 
copie Maxwell equations are usually written. 

(43) 

as follows from (5). They satisfy the conservation law of charge (26) which 
reads in three-dimensional notation: 

a e 

_!!_ + V·j = 0. at (44) 

Furthermore the polarization vector is given in (36), while the magnetiza 
tion follows with the replacement rules (38). They are sums of multipole 
contributions of various order n: 

d. Explicit expressions for the polarization tensor 

In this subsection explicit expressions for a few special cases of the polariza 
tion tensor will be written down. The contributions from the electric and 
magnetic dipole moments (n = 1) that follow from (36-40) are: 

p(l) = L(!!.i1)-y_f1l/\pk)b(Rk-R), (48) 
k 

m<ll = I, (tl1) + !!.fll "Pk)b(Rk-R). 
k 

(49) 

00 

p = I, l"l, 
n=l 

00 

m = I, m<"l, 
n=l 

(45) Here the motion of the atom gives rise to two separate effects. In the first 
place the electric polarization ( 48) contains a term due to the magnetic dipole 
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moment and similarly the magnetic polarization (49) a term due to the elec 
tric dipole moment. Furthermore the dipoles are subject to a Lorentz con 
traction, since ~l) and !{1l can be rewritten, if use is made of the property 
(32) of the nk tensor: 

µ(1) = o ·µ(1) _ µ<1)+ ll-p2µ(1) _k - ;:.~k k - k,1- '\/ k k,II• 

(1) _ o. (1) <O+ 11 pz U) :!'k = :.~k vk = vk,1- V - k vk,II, 

(50) 

(51) 

where Pkl) and vil) are split into apart parallel with and apart perpendicular 
to the velocity cpk. 
The terms p<2l and m<2l with electric and magnetic quadrupoles (n = 2) 

read: 

p<2l = I [-V·û~J2l-~fl /\fJk)-YkPk·êo{'lkÛ!:.k2)_~fl /\Pk)} 
k 

-½'Ykào(-YkPk)'~i2) /\Pk]o(Rk-R), (52) 

m<2l = I [ -V·(~fl+.1:~J2l /\Pk)-yk/Jk·ào{Yi~?l+!!:J1l /\Pk)} 
k 

+½ykàofoPk)·~i2l]o(Rk-R). (53) 

Due to the motion of the atoms the electric and magnetic quadrupoles are 
subject to a Lorentz contraction since we can write: 

(2) _ ..--,. • (2).o _ (2) Il p2( (2) (2) ) -'-- (l p2) (2) (54) J!:'.k = ;:.~k IJ-k :.~k - IJ-k,U +V - k IJ-k,1-II+ IJ-k,l/1- ' - k IJ-k,II Il, 

and an analogous equation for ~?l. The leading terms of (52) and (53) con 
tain the divergence of the electric and magnetic quadrupole densities. The 
second and third terms are relativistic corrections. They contain time deriva 
tives of the atomie quadrupole moments which means that changing quadru 
pole moments contribute in a special way to the polarization tensor. This 
effect, which has a relativistic character, may be called the 'multipole fluxion 
effect'. Accelerated atoms carrying quadrupole moments also give rise to a 
special type of terms in the polarization tensor. This effect, which again does 
not exist in a non-relativistic theory may be called the 'acceleration effect'. 
The order of magnitude of these effects as compared to the main contribu 
tions in the polarization tensor will be discussed in the chapter on macro 
scopie theory. 
Higher order multipole contributions may also be derived from (36-39). 

We shall not give these expressions explicitly. 
The polarization tensor (Pk, mk) of a single atom k to all multipole orders 

takes a simple form in the momentary atomie rest frame (ct<0l, R<0l). In fact 
Pko) and mi0l follow from (36) with (37) and (39) (without the summation 

over k) and the corresponding expression obtained with (38), if one puts 
Pi0l 0. Then only p = 0 and q = 0 subsist in the leading term. The other 
term in (36) disappears altogether, whereas in mk only its part with q = 0 is 
Ieft over. Thus one gets 

co 

Pi0) = I (- 1y·-1cv<0))"-1 : µf'lo(Ri0) - R<0i), (55) 
n=l 

"' mfûl = I (-1)"-J(V(0))"-1: v["lo(RfO)_R(O)) 
n=l 

- I "il (-1)"-l(n-1)! (V(O)y-1-p(à~0lp[0))P: vf'lo(R[0)_R(0)). (56) 
n=2 p=l 11(11-l p)! 

Apart from the leading terms, which are divergences of multipole densities, 
a term representing the acceleration effect (with quadrupoles and higher 
moments) appears in the magnetization vector for an atom in its momentary 
atomie rest frame. 

e. The non-relatioistic and semi-relatioistic limits 

In the so-called semi-relativistic approximation one retains terms of order 
c-1, treating the atomie multipole moments as parameters characterizing the 
atom, without considering whether they contain a factor c-1. Thcn, if terms 
of order c-2 and higher are neglected in (36) with (37-39) so that Yk ~ I 
and Q" ~ U, we find: 

O') 

PiR, t) ~ I (-1)"-lvn-l: (µfnl_vk") /\fJk)o(Rk-R), (57) 
n=l 

O') 

mlR, t) ~ I ( - 1r-1vn- l : (vt> + µk"l /\ /Jk)o(Rk-R). (58) 
n=l 

These formulae show a symmetry in the sense that Pk contains terms due to 
moving magnetic multipoles vf'l, just as mk contains contribu1 ions of the 
same type from moving electric muliipoles µ}tl. 
The non-relativistic limiting case is obtained if one takes into account the 

fact that the magnetic multipoles contain a factor c- 1• Then, up to terms of 
order c - 1, one is left with ( cf. (I.34)): 

O') 

PiR, t) ~ I (-1)"-l~m-l: 11-i"lo(Rk-R), (59) 
n=l 

O') 

mlR, t) ~ I (-1)"-lvn-l: (vk'')+µi") /\Pk)o(Rk-R). (60) 
n= 1 
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The symmetry of (57) and (58) is lost now, since Pk (59) contains no terms 
with moving magnetic multipoles. 

3 The equations of motion of a composite particle in a field 

a. Introduction 

To obtain equations of motion of composite particles we shall have to start 
from the corresponding equations for the constituent particles. In the pre 
ceding we have written the equations of motion fora set of point particles in 
the form (III.158): 

optaP = f". (61) 

Here tap is the (symmetrie) energy-momentum tensor, which is the sum of a 
material contribution and a field contribution. The Jatter contains the fields 
generated by the constituent particles. It has been given in (III.159) as 

taf]= CL m;Ju~ufc'5<4l(R;-R)ds;+ L UrJfy-¼f/"fj)'eg"/J) 
i i,j(i* j) 

~ (fay jP f ay jP 1 fye f af]) + L, +i -i.y+ -i +i.y-2 +i -i)'eg • 
i 

At the right-hand side appears the force density (III.160), which is the 
sum of the Lorentz forces acting on the individual particles: 

r = ~ eJ Faf]U;pc'5(4)(R;-R)ds;. 

(62) 

(63) 

Starting from the energy-rnomentum balance given above we shall derive 
the equations of motion of a composite particle in an electromagnetic field. 
For that purpose we shall first have to define a covariant centre of energy. 
Subsequently the equations of motion will be obtained for charged compo 
site particles which carry electromagnetic multipoles1• 

1 The treatment will follow the derivation given in L. G. Suttorp and S. R. de Groot, 
N. Cim. 65A(1970)245; v. also W. G. Dixon, N. Cim. 34(1964)317; 38(1965)1616. A 
treatment with a differentdefinition of thecentreof energy from the one usedin thefollowing 
was given in S.R. de Groot and L.G. Suttorp, Physica 37(1967)284, 297; 39(1968)84; L.G. 
Suttorp, Onthecovariantderivation ofmacroscopic electrodynamics from electron theory, 
thesis, Amsterdam (1968). Often equations have been postulated, i.e., either obtained from 
variational princip!es ad hoc or generalized from non-relativistic theory, e.g. J. Frenkel, 
Z. Phys, 37(1926)243; V. Bargmann, L. Michel and V. L. Telegdi, Phys, Rev. Lett. 2(1959) 
435. 

Part of this programme may also be performed with the use of the alter 
native energy-rnomentum balance discussed in the appendix of the preceding 
chapter. This will be done in an appendix to the present chapter. 

b. Definition of a couariant centre of energy 

In this subsection we shall be concerned with the genera! definition of a 
centre of energy for systems described by a symmetrie energy-rnomentum 
tensor t"P, that fulfils a balance equation: 

optaP = f\ (64) 

with j" a force density that has a fini te support in space-like directions. The 
genera] scheme will subsequently be applied for the tensor tafi of the preced 
ing subsection. 
Let us consider systems for which the total momentum pa over a plane 

space-like surface E with normal n" 

pa= -c-1 fi/afinpd3E (65) 

is a finite time-like vector, with a positrve time-component (then the 
total energy of the system is positive ). The tensor t"P will be supposed to 
diminish in space-like directions with increasing distances in such a way that 
this integral ( and those which we shall need later) are ( semi-)convergent. 
A covariant centre of energy may then be defined 1 by considering those plane 
surfaces E of which the normal 1f is parallel top". In these surfaces one then 
determines the centre of energy 

S Ra f]y d3"' X" = ;; n p t ny ,,., . 
J;; nete'n,d3X 

(In the rest frame of p" this formula reads indeed X = J Rt00dR/J t00dR.) 
These centres of energy then satisfy the relation 

Pas"P = 0, 

where the inner angular momentum is 

safi = -c-1 f}(R-X)"'fl37-(R-XlfY}nyd3X, 

assumed to be a finite quantity for the system under consideration. 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

1 T. Nakano, Progr. Theor. Phys. 15(1956)333; W. Tulczyjew, Acta Phys, Polon. 18(1959) 
393; W.G. Dixon, N. Cirn. 34(1964)317. 
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We shall prove now that the set of centres of energy defined in this way 
forms one single world line ( or several discrete ones ). Consider such a point 
X"- determined in a plane surface J; with normal parallel io p", One may ask 
oneself now if there exists a point X"-+bX"- (with Pa bX"- = 0) in the in 
finitesimal neighbourhood of X"-, which is likewise a centre of energy, this 
time in a plane surface J;' with normal parallel to the corresponding mo 
mentum p"-+ Sp". In the proper frame oî p" one has from (65), (67) and (68) 

J/0(R0
, R)dR = 0 (R0 = X0

), 

f}R-X)t00(R0
, R)dR = 0. 
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(69) 

(70) 

The proper frame of p"- + bp"- is connected to the proper frame of p" by an 
infinitesimal pure Lorentz transformation: 

R0
' = R0 +s·R, R' = R+sR0 (71) 

fora certain value of s. The time-space point with coordinates (R0, X +bX) 
has in the new frame the coordinates (R0', X' +öX') which are given by 

R0
' = R0 +s·X, 

X' +bX' = X +öX +sR0 

(72) 

(73) 

up to terms linear in s and bX. Furthermore the space coordinates of an 
arbitrary point in J;' read in the new frame 

R' = R+sR0, 

where R. and R0 are connected by 

ftOt = ,RO +s•R._ 

From (72), (74) and (75) it follows now that 

ft._O = Ro+B'(X-R'), 

R.= R'-sR0• 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

In the proper frame of p"- + bp"- the space components of the total momentum 
vanish (cf. (69)): 

Using the transformation properties of a tensor one gets 

f)ti0(R.0, R)+,h00(R.0, R)+sitii(ft..0, .R)}d.R' = 0. (79) 

Introducing (76) and (77) we obtain (80 = 8/oR0): 

J {tiO(R0
, R')-R0s·(è/èR')tw(R0

, R')+s-(X-R.')80 tiO(R0, R.') 

+sit00(R0
, R')+sitii(R0

, .R')}d.R' = 0. (80) 

With (69) it follows that the first term vanishes. From (72) and the fact that 
R 0' is constant in the integration it follows that R0 is constant so that the 
second term gives no contribution either. Therefore we have: 

J {B'(X-.R')80 tw(R0
, R')+sit00(R0

, R')+sitii(R0
, R')}d.R' = 0. (81) 

With the equation of motion (64) and a partial integration this becomes 

J {s·(X-R)f(R0
, R)+st00(R0

, R)}dR = 0. 

The first integral is in fact extended over a finite support since f" has a 
finite support. Hence for sufficiently small force densities one has 

1 s-J (X-R)f(R0
, R)dR 1 < 1 s J t00dR J, 

(82) 

(83) 

f tw'(R.0', R')dH' = o. l:' 
(78) 

so that (82) cannot be satisfied. The conclusion is that no point exists in the 
infinitesimal neighbourhood of X", which is also a centre of energy; in other 
words the set of centres of energy determines a discrete number of world 
lines. 
The condition (67) thus leads toa situation completely different from that 

following from the condition uas"-P = 0 (with u" = dX"-/ds where s is the 
proper time). As a matter of fact M01Ier proved 1 that the latter condition 
does not suffice to determine a world line. Moreover he showed that it 
cannot be supplemented by the requirement that p" be parallel to u"- (in the 

1 C. Maller, Ann. Inst. H. Poincaré 11(1949)251. 
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genera! case .r =fa 0)1• Nevertheless this condition is sometimes used ', al 
though it leads to peculiar solutions: even in the force-free case a special 
type of helical motions is possible. (In order to avoid this difficulty the form 
of the derived equations is sometimes3 changed ad hoc by means of a so 
called 'iteration process'.) 

The genera! prescription for the construction of a centre of energy as given 
above will be applied now to the case of a composite particle (consisting of 
charged point particles) that moves in an external electromagnetic field. As 
we saw in the preceding subsection such a sysiem may be described by means 
of the energy-momentum tensor (62). In order to be able to apply the con 
struction of the energy centre given above, we must check whether all as 
sumptions used there are justified. To begin with, the energy-rnomentum 
tensor taf! (62) is indeed symmetrie and the force density (63) has indeed a 
finite support in space-like directions. The next point to discuss is the con 
vergence of the integrals, in particular of (65) and (68) for pa and s'", (The 
convergence of all other integrals occurring is deterrnined by the latter two.) 
The integrals contain t'f!, which is a quadratic function of the fields i" of 
which the behaviour for small and for large space-Iike distances follows 
from (III.110,111) and (III.96,98). The first two forrnulae show that the 
convergence at short distances presents no difficulties (note the presence 
of the condition i =fa j in the second term). The latter formulae indicate that 
for large space-like distances the fields diminish inversely proportionally to 
those distances, so that the energy-mornentum tensor diminishes only with 
the square of the distances. As a consequence the integral p' (65) would 
diverge if no subsidiary conditions on the fields are imposed. This is a re 
flection of the fact that the total energy stored in the electromagnetic field 
would be infinitely great if the particles have been suffering accelerations 
from infinitely past to infinitely future times. Here we hit a well-known 
difficulty of classica! theory. In such a theory a composite particle is not 

1 For the free composite particle ccntres of energy have been defined and discussed already 
by A.D. Fokker, Relativiteitstheorie (Noordhoff, Groningen 1929) 170; M.H. L. Pryce, 
Proc. Roy. Soc. A195(1949)62. 
2 H. Hönl and A. Papapetrou, Z. Phys.112(1939)512; 116(1940)153; M. Mathisson, Proc. 
Cambr. Phil. Soc. 36(1940)331; 38(1942)40; H. J. Bhabha and H.C. Corben, Proc. Roy. 
Soc. A 178(1941)273; J. Weyssenhoff and A. Raabe, Acta Phys, Polon. 9(1947)7, 19, 26, 
34, 46; H. C. Corben, N. Cim, 20(1961)529; Phys. Rev, 121(1961)1833; A. Bialas, Acta 
Phys. Polon. 22(1962)499; P. Nyborg, N. Cim. 31(1964)1209; 32(1964)1131; W.G. Dixon, 
J. Math. Phys. 8(1967)1591; J. Vlieger, Physica 37(1967)165. 
3 E. Plahte, Suppl. N. Cim. 4(1966)291; J. Vlieger and S. Emid, Physica 41(1969)368; 
S. Emid and J. Vlieger, Physica 52(1971)329. 
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stable against radiation: as a consequence of the emitted radiation energy 
and momentum is lost unrestrictedly. This is a paradox if the total energy 
content in the initia! state is finite. To obtain nevertheless classica] equations 
of motion one imposes the subsidiary condition that in the remote past and 
future the particles are not accelerated (just as in the treatment of the fore 
going chapter fora single particle ). In this way the effects of radiation in the 
remote past and future are suppressed. 
With the subsidiary condition it follows that for the discussion of the 

convergence of the integrals at large space-like distances only the velocity 
fields in (III.96) or (III.99) have to be taken into account. These retarded 
and advanced velocity fields due to particle i are 

2 
rxfi - ei C ( ·" {! ./J ")I Jr,a,i - ± 3 l(Ui -liUi r.a > 

4n(u;·rJ 
(84) 

where rf = R" - Rf. If these fields are introduced into t"f! ( 62) it follows that 
the total momentum (65) over a space-likc plane is indeed a finite four 
vector (which is assumed to be time-like). However the integral (68) for the 
inner angular momentum is only conditionally convergent (as follows by 
counting the powers of R), so that a (Lorentz-invariant) prescription must be 
given for its evaluation. Since the integral is independent of the choice of the 
origin of coordinates (because only coordinate differences are involved) we 
may choose as origin a point Iying in the plane E. The conditionally conver 
gent integral splits into a convergent part with integrand X"tfiY - Xf!t"Y and a 
semi-convergent part with integrand R"tf!Y - Rf!t"Y. We shall confine our 
attention to the latter part. A prescription for the evaluation of this part is 
obtained by considering a three-sphere with radius p around a point in the 
plane E. We then evaluate the integral J(R'tf!Y_Rf!t"Y)d3Er We shall prove 
that this integral tends to a finite limiting value if the radius p tends to 
infinity. Furthermore we shall show that it is independent of the precise 
location of the centre of the sphere. 
To start with the latter let us consider a sphere of radius p around the 

centre c: and another sphere of the same radius around C~. The difference 
between the integrals extended over the two spheres has an integrand which 
is of the order of p-3 (since for sufficiently large p only the velocity fields, 
which are proportional to p-2, come into play) and is extended over a 
volume of the order of p2• Hence this difference tends to zero if p grows in 
definitely. Since the limiting value of the integral is now proved to be inde 
pendent of the location of the sphere's centre, we shall choose this centre 
as the origin. 
In order to prove the existence of the limit of the integral S(R"tf!Y_Rf!t"Y) 
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x d 3 Ey over the sphere for p -+ «: we have to show that the contribution of 
a spherical shell, lying between two such spheres, tends to zero ifthe smallest 
radius tends to infinity. To that end we substitute t'"P (62) withfr, a, i (84) into 
the integrand so that we get for the field dependent part: 

J {( [J e e {J)( Y Y) ( e Ç .( ') fly} i '\' .. 4 Ra r;u;-r;U; rjuj,-rj,uj _ riui -l;Ut rj,ujçg : d3" 
L, e, e 1 c 2 3 3 2 3 3 / ,:. Y 

i.j(i*-j) 16n (utri) (u/rj) 32n (utr;) (u/1J r 

J {( (J e e /J)( y l') + I e~c4 Ra r;ui -r;U; r;uie-r;,u; 
i ' 16n2(utr;)6 

( e Ç Ç ') {Jy} 1 _ r;U; -r;U; r;,Uiçg d\ry-(0'., /3), (85) 
32n2(ui·r;)6 - 

where we introduced the symbol - at the bar to indicate half the difference 
of the retarded and the advanced contribution. The symbol ( a, /3) indicates 
the preceding expression with a and /3 interchanged. Since we have taken 
into account only velocity fields it is consistent to assume that the retarded 
position four-vector Rf lr that occurs here is parallel to the retarded four 
velocity ufl" at least for sufficiently large p, i.e. we write 

Rflr = -C-2U;"Rtuflr+çf" (86) 

where the factor in front of uf is chosen such that the four-vector çfr is 
orthogonal to the velocity (ç;(udr = 0). If the radii of the spheres tend to 
infinity, both the left-hand side and the first term at the right-hand side blow 
up, while the last term rcmains finite. Similar remarks apply for the connexion 
between the advanced position Rfla and the advanced velocity uf!a: 

Rfla = -c-2ui·R,ufla+çfa• (87) 

If we substitute (86) and (87) into (85) (using the definition rt = R"-Rf), 
we find terms which are independent of ç'" and terms that contain ç'". By 
counting the powers in R one notices that the Jatter terms give vanishing 
contributions if p tends to infinity. The remaining terms of the right-hand 
side of (85) read 

'\' .. 4JRa{uf(R2u/n-R·ujR·n)-½nP(R2ut'Uj-R·u,R·uj)} \ d3" 
L, e, e1 c z 3 3 ,:. 

i,j(i*-j) 16n {ut(R-R;)} {u/(R-Rj)} r 

'\' ~ 4JR'"[uf(R2utn-R·u;R·n)-½n/J{-R2c2-(R·u;)2}] \ d3"-( R) + L, e, c 2 6 ,:. a, ,., , 
t 16n {ut"(R-R;)} - 

(88) 

where we employed the definition d3Er = nyd3E (with n'" the normal to 
the surface L). Since R as well as the origin are situated on the surface J; 
one has R·n = 0. Furthermore we may use the light-cone equation r? = 0 
to eliminate utR;. Indeed if (86) or (87) is substituted into the light-cone 
equation written as (R;-R)2 = 0 one gets 

U(Rdr,a = {utR±J(u;-R)2+R2c2}1r,a, (89) 
where terms containing ç have been suppressed at the right-hand side. Then 
the denorninators of (88) get the form 

16n2{(u;·R)2 + R2c2}i{(u/R)2 + R2c2f\ 
16n2 {( U(R)2 + R2c2} 3• 

(90) 

If these denominators are used one finds immediately that the integral ex 
tended over the three-space between two spheres around the origin vanishes 
on grounds of symmetry (the integrand changes sign if Ris replaced by -R). 
Thus we have proved now that the semi-convergent integral for the inner 
angular momentum tends to a definite limit if spheres of increasing radii are 
chosen as integration domain. 
In the course of the proof on the uniqueness of the energy centre as given 

in the first part of this subsection we made use in an essential way of the 
assumption that the external force densityj" can be made arbitrarily small. 
In the present case where z" is given by (63) in terms of the external fields, 
this assumption is certainly justified since these fields can be made arbitrarily 
small. This remark completes the discussion of the validity of the application 
of the genera! centre of energy construction to the special case of a system 
described by an energy-momentum tensor t'"/J (62) and acted upon by a 
force density f'" (63). The asymptotic conditions employed are just what one 
has to expect in a classica! theory in which radiative collapse of bound states 
would occur if the particles would be allowed to suffer accelerations in the 
remote past ( and future ). 

c. Charqed dipole particles 

For a composite particle which satisfies the energy-momentum law (61) 
with the energy-momentum tensor t'"/J (62) and the force density (63) the 
derivative of pa with respect to the proper time s of the world line X'"(s) 
is given by 1: 

1 One may prove from (69) and (70) that for sufficiently small fields the world line is 
time-like so that a proper time s along the world line may be introduced (see problem 2). 
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dp°' = - c-l {J t°'fl(R)np(s+ds)d3l:-f tP(R)np(s)d3l:}, (91) 
ds ds 1:(s+ds) 1:(s) 

where the right-hand side is given by the difference of two integrals of the 
form (65) over the surfaces I(s+ds) and E(s), divided by ds. To be able to 
apply Gauss's theorem here we must discuss the contribution from the sur 
face E00(s, ds) at infinity which doses the volume between the surfaces 
E(s+ ds) and E(s ). Since in the remote past and future the particles suffer no 
accelerations, only the velocity fields have to be inserted in the integral 

J tP(R)n00,p(R)d 3 l: 
1:,,,(s,ds) 

(92) 

(with n:(R) the ontward pointing normal on the surface E00(s, ds)). By 
employing the expressions (84) and counting the powers in R one finds that 
this integral tends to zero, if the surface tends to infinity. Therefore one may 
apply Gauss's theorem to (91 ), with the result 

dp~ _ c-lJl:(s+ds) 
d - - f°'d4 
s ds "< V, ~ s) 

(93) 

where the integral is extended over the volume bounded by the surfaces 
E(s) and E(s+ds). The volume element d4V may be written as 

d4V = J(R, s)dsd3E, 

where the Jacobian J(R, s) is: 

J(R, s) = _ u'::-p°' {l- pp(R-xyi} 
/ 2 y -y -p UyP 

dp°' ·o: -=t, 
ds 

(94) 

(95) 

(v. problem 3), with X\ u°' = dX°'/d.s and p" functions of the proper times. 
The equation of motion (93) becomes with (94) 

(96) 

where f°' is the total four-force expressed in terms of the force density.f°'(R): 

the proper time s one finds 

ds"P 
ds 

- c--~ f J {R"- X"(s +ds)}t/J7(R)ni{s+ds)d3 l: 
ds \ 1:(s+ds) 

-J {R"-X°'(s)}t/J1'(R)n,(s)d3l:f) -(ex, fJ) (98) 
1:(s) 

again with n°' = p°'/s}-p2, depending on s+ds in the first integral and on 
sin the second. The integrals over l:(s) and E(s+ds) are to be read as the 
Iimits of integrals over three-spheres with increasing radii in the planes 1'(s) 
and E(s+ ds). In order to apply Gauss's theorem we close the region between 
the two surfaces E(s) and I(s + ds) by a four-sphere of large radius, of which 
the centre is the origin of coordinates. (The intersections of this four-sphere 
with the surfaces I(s) and E(s+ds) consist of two three-spheres.) With the 
use of Gauss's theorem one may write then 

J
l:(s+ds) 

êJ{R" - X°'(s)}tPY -{RP - xP(s)}t7Jd4V 
1:(s) 

= -J {R"-X°'(s)}tPY(R)nh+ds)d3l: 
1:(s+ds) 

+J {Ra-X"'(s)}tf!Y(R)nls)d3l: 
1:(s) 

+ J {R°'-X"(s)}tP1{R)1100jR)d3I-(rx, /J), 
1:(s,ds) 

where the normal n':ro is equal to R" / s) R2• The first t wo terms at the right-hand 
side may be written as 

(
ds"P ) cds ~ +u"pP-ilpa , 

(99) 

(100) 

f"(s) = c-1J r(R)J(R, s)d3l:. 
1:(s) 

(97) 

For the derivative of the inner angular momentum (68) with respect to 

as follows by comparison with (98) and (65). The last term, which extends 
over the large Iour-sphere, vanishes with increasing radius, as may be seen 
in the following way. The velocity fields which are to be used in t"P (62) de 
crease with the square of the inverse radius. As a consequence the part with 
X°'(s) goes to zero as counting of the powers in R shows. As to the term with 
RX, it has the same form as (88) with n°' replaced by n: = R"/s) R2• Thus it 
vanishes. In this way we have found the change of inner angular momentum 
d a{J -1 Jl:(s+ds) 
_s_ = c__ oJ{R"- X"'(s)}tfJY -{RP-xP(s)}t°'Y]d4V -(u"i1 -uf!p"). 
ds ds i:(s) 

(101) 
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If one uses the syrnmetry of the energy-momentum tensor t"fi ( 62 ), the energy 
momentum law (61) and the expression (94) for the volume element one 
finds the inner angular momentum law 

dsa/J 
- = 'iffi-(u"pil-ilp") 
ds 

troduce the relative positions 

rf(s) = Rf(s)-X"(s) (108) 

(102) 
of the constituent particles inside the composite particle. They fulfil the 
orthogonality relation (this follows from the construction of the centre of 
energy. described in the preceding subsection): 

with the total torque 

l)"fl(s) = c-1J [{R"-X"(s)}Jfl(R)-{R/J-xP(s)}f"(R)]J(R, s)d3E, (103) 
I(s) 

containing the force density f"(R). 
With the explicit form (63) for the force density f"(R) the total force (97) 

and the total torque (103) are completely specified: 

f"(s) = c-1JJ F"/J(R) Ie; dR'.p c5C4l{R;(s')-R}J(R, s)d3l'ds', (104) 
I(s) i ds 

l)"fl(s) = c-1 JJ [{R"- X"(s)}F/JY(R)-{RP - xP(s)}F"7(R)] 
ï:(s) 

Ie; dR'.y c5C4l{R;(s')-R}J(R, s)d3I'ds'. (105) 
; ds 

(For convenience's sake we choose a different parametrization of the world 
lines of the constituent particles, namely the parameter s', which may be 
induced with the help of the surfaces E(s') starting from the parametrization 
of the world line of the centre of energy.) 
Because of the occurrence of the four-dimensional delta functions only 

the intersection points of r(s) with the world lines of the constituent particles 
contribute to the integrals over I'(s). Therefore we may perform the integra 
tions in (104) and (105). One obtains then 

t"(s) = c-1 L e;Fa/J{R;(s)/ddRi/J' (106) 
i s 

l)"fi(s) = c-1 I e;[{Rf(s)-X"(s)}F/JY{R;(s)} 
i 

-{Rf(s)-X/J(s)}F"Y{R;(s)}] ~Ri;·. (107) 
ds 

The external fields p•/J in these expressions depend on the positions Rf of 
the constituent particles. We may expand them in Taylor series around the 
centre of energy X"(s) of the composite particle. To that purpose let us in- 

r;a(s)p"(s) 0. 

In the expanded expressions for (106) and (107) the internal coordinates 
rNs) may be grouped in such a way that only the covariant multipole 
moments (9) occur, with p"/-J-p2 as the time-like unit vector n". (In the 
following we shall omit the index (11) = (p(-J-p2) of the multipole mo 
ments.) If we limit ourselves (in this subsection) to the contributions of the 
covariant electric and magnetic dipoles (n = 1 ): 

" "\' , µ = ~e;r;, 
i 

v"/J = lc-1 "\' e, (,-~ drf _ /J drr) 2 L,_,; L L r. -~ 
i ds ' ds ' 

i.e. to slowly varying external fields, we find from (106) and (107) 

ya(s) = c-1eF"P{X(s)}up(s) 
+-½rfpP, { X(s)}[c-1{,Llp(s)uy(s)- µis)up(s)} + vpy{s)J 

+c-1 ~ [F"/J{X(s)}µp(s)J, (111) 
ds 

l)"f!(s) = r1·{x(s)}{-c-1u;o(s),il(s)+v/(s)} 

-F/JY{X(s)}{-c-1uis)µ"(s)+v;,"(s)}, (112) 

where e L; e; is the charge of the composite particle and where the homo 
geneous field equations have been used in the second term at the right-hand 
side of (111 ). It will be convenient to introduce the electrornagnetic dipole 
moment tensor ((11) with two indices a1, a2 = a, [J): 

m"fl(s) = c-1{µ\s)ufl(s)-µf!(s)u"(s)} +v°'fl(s). 

(109) 

(110) 

(113) 

The covariant electric dipole moment may be expressed in terms of this 
tensor. If one uses the orthogonality relation (109) and the fact that the co 
variant electric quadrupole moment ½L; e;rtrf is neglected in this sub 
section, one gets: 

µ°'(s) = cm°'P(s)Pp(s)/uy(s)p7(s). (114) 
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Ifthe definition (113) and the relation (114) are used in the expressions (111) 
and (112) for the force and the torque, we obtain: 

r = c-1eFaP(x)up+½{ifFPY(X)}mpy+ d {F'/J(X)mpy L}' (115) 
ds u1p" 

• 
j)"/J = Fa7(X)mf-FPY(X)m~a+ {uaFPY(X)-uf!Fa7(X)}n1; .• -~. (116) 

U:;P' 

These expressions are to be inserted in (2§_1 and (102). Together with the 
supplementary condition ( 67) one has obtained theiiihe equation of motion 
and of inner angular momentum of a composite particle with charge and 
dipole moments in an external field. 
In order to discuss them we first consider the field-free case. Then the 

equations reduce to 

dp" = 0, 
ds 

By differentiating the condition (67) one finds from these equations 

P,,fuf!-pau'7Jf! = 0. 
Hence the four-vectors p" and ua are parallel, so that 

p" = mu', 

where mis defined as: 

d ap /! /! a _s = p"'u -p u. 
ds 

m = -c-2paua. 
Now (117) reduces to 

du"= 0, 
ds 

dsa/J = 0, 
ds 

P7UpP/J = itp/Jp/J-saPfp-'rf/JPp. 

Pal' = -c-2(uapa)2 -c-2uasyfif /J-c-2ua'rf/J P/J. 

(117) 

(118) 

(119) 

(120) 

(121) 

since dm/ds vanishes as follows from (119) and the first equation of (117). 
In the case with fields differentiation of (67) and substitution of (96) and 

(102) leads to 
(122) 

Hence now p" is not parallel to u", If this relation is multiplied by ua one 
obtains the equality 

(123) 

According to (119) and the condition (67) all terms on the right-hand side 
but the first are at least of second order in the fields, since the leading terms 

off" and l:ffi are linear in the fields. Hence if one wants to confine oneself to 
terms linear in the fields the equality (122) may be written as 

pa= mua+ _1_safifp+c-2Î:l"Pup, 
me' 

(124) 

so that now the total momentum p" is expressed in terms of u'; m, which is 
again defined as in (120), s"/J, fa and ba/J_ With this equality the equations of 
motion and of spin (96) and (IC2) become1: 

with the tensor: 

d(mua) fa-c-2 ~ (safifp/m +bafiup), 
ds ds 

dsa{! - Aa A/J<,,.ye.J...c-2(SayLl-sf37u")r" /m. ---LJ~,LleU I y 
ds ' 

Aap = Aafi(u) = g'13 +c-2ituP. 

r = c-1eF'Pup+½(éYFPY)mpy-c-2 :s (Fafimpyu7), 

ba{! = Fa7m/L1~ - F/J7m/A:. 

(125) 

(126) 

(127) 

The force and torque have been given by (115), (116) or, if again only terms 
linear in the fields are retained, by: 

(128) 

(129) 

Introducing these expressions into (125) and (126) we obtain the equations 

1 From (126) it follows that s"/Jf/J/m = -(dsaf!/ds)u/J up to terms lincar in the ficlds. If 
one inserts this equality into (125) and (126) one gets (with the explicit expressions (128) 
and (129) for fa and b0/J) equations which have been discussed earlier2 in connexion with 
the condition uéap = 0. Owing to the use ofthis different subsidiary condition it is then not 
possible to go back to (125) and (126); this fact is connected with the appearance of un 
wanted helical solutions, even in the field-free case. (In ref. 3, equations of the type just 
described were derived on the basis of an explicit construction of a centra] point and with 
the use of the Darwin approximation for the intra-atomie fields. Helical motions of 
macroscopie dimcnsions are then excluded.) 
2 C. Maller, op. cit.; cf. papers mentioned in footnote 2 on page 184. 
3 S. R. de Groot and L.G. Suttorp, Physica 37(1967)284, 297; 39(1968)84; L.G. Suttorp, 
On the covariant derivation of macroscopie electrodynamics from electron thcory, thesis 
Amsterdam (1968). 
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of motion and of spin: 

d(mu") = c-1eF"Pup+½(o"Ffir)mpy+c-2 ~ [L1rJmPrF.,eu"-F"fimp7u
1· 

ds ds 

af] { d }] S - 1 '}' _l )'8 - 2 j'B - - c eFpy u + 2(op Fye)m -c - (Fpy m ue) , 
ni ds 

ds"P = ,1" ,1P(prsm·e-mrsp-e)+c-2 _!_ (s"'i/-sPYu") 
d Î e Ç t; ' s m 

{ 
-1 p e l("' F ) eÇ -2 d (F et; )l 

C e ye U + z u y et; rn - C ds J'C m Ut; } • (131) 

The tensor m"P(s) (113) contains the covariant clectric and magnetic dipole 
moments µ" and v"P, which are defined with respect to the time-like unit 
vector n" = p'.,IJ - p2• Since we neglected quadratic field terms and since 
m"P is always multiplied by the field, we may replace them by the covariant 
dipole moments, defined with respect to c-1u". (They will be denoted by the 
same symbols.) The Jatter multipole moments have been studied in detail in 
section 2. 
The space parts of (130) and (131) will be written in three-dimensional 

notation. The four-velocity u" is (yc, yv) with y = (I -/J2)-½ and /J = vjc. 
Furthermore the space-space components of s"P will be denoted by the vector 
s with components si = ½eijksjk. As far as they occur at the right-hand side 
of (130) and (131), the space-time components /0 of s"P may be written as 
(/J /\ s )i by the use of (67) with (124) together with the fact that we neglected 
quadratic field terms throughout. The field F"P has the components pij = 
eiikB" and poi = Ei. The covariant multipole mornents occurring in m"/l 
may be expressed in terms of the atomie multipole moments, which are 
independent of the atomie velocities. One finds from (A41-43) 

flo = yp-µ<ll, µi = cn-1,µ(l)y, (i = 1, 2, 3), 
vij = y(O·v<l))", (i,j, k = 1, 2, 3 cycl.], v;o = -y(v<1l A/J)Ï, (132) 

(i = 1, 2, 3), 

§ 3 

with (A6)1 

m'? =pi= y(O·µC1l+/JA v<l)y, (i = 1, 2, 3), 
mij= m" = y(O·v<l)_p/\µ<1))", (i,j, k = 1, 2, 3 cycl.). 

(130) We may now write the equations (130) and (131) in three-dimensional 
notation: 

if only the atomie dipole moments are retained. The !!-tensor is defined as 

y 0 = U- --/J/J. 
y+l 

(133) 

If these formulae are substituted into the definition (113) of m"P one obtains 

i (ymv) = e(E+/JAB)+y-1{(VE)·V+(VB)·m} 
dt 

+c-1 ~ [y{l) /\B- m /\ E)-/J A(l) /\ E + m /\ B)}J 
dt 

+c-1 ~ {y3/J(l)-/JA m)·02·(E+/JAB)}+c-1 d<l>s, 
dt dt 

ds - = y02·(µ /\ E + m /\B)+y/J /\(l) /\B-m /\ E)+ /J /\ <Ps, 
dt 

with the inner angular momentum terms <Ps given by: 

e 
<Ps = -y{s /\ (E + /J /\ B)-s /\ /J/J·E} 

me 

1 d + -2 vs r. -{y(v-fJ/\ m)AB+yEJJ·v} 
me dz 

1 d 
- - ys /\ /J - {y(µ- fJ /\ m)·E}. 

111C
2 dt 

(134) 

e-1 {µ<!J AB- (v<l)_ n:c s) /\E}, 

(135) 

(136) 

1 + - [sA{(VE)·V+(VB)·m}+sA/J{(80E)·µ+(80B)·m}] 
me 

(137) 

(For convenience the expressions (134) for µ and min terms of the atomie 
dipole moments have not been inserted in these formulae.) 
The equation of motion (135) contains at its right-hand side the Lorentz 

force on a charge e, the 'Kelvin forces' on the electric and magnetic dipole 
moments µ<1J and v<!J, and three terms which are time derivatives of quan 
tities of which the leading terms are 

(138) 

1 The vector tl whieh is defined here should not be confused with the space part of p" (65). 
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as follows with (134). The time derivative of the first term is the electro 
dynamic effect found already in the non-relativistic theory (v. (I.155)). The 
time derivative of the other terms (which are sometimes called the, 'hidden 
momentum' of a magnetic dipole particle with inner angular momentum) is 
an analogous magnetodynamic effect, which contains the vector product of 
the electric field and a combination of the magnetic moment and the inner 
angular momentum. Such a magnetodynamic effect, which occurs already 
in Frenkel's work, was discussed extensively1 in recent years on the basis of 
various ad hoc arguments, such as the assumed equality of action and re 
action for the forces exerted by a charge and a magnetic dipole moment on 
each other. One finds then only the magnetic dipole term, not the inner 
angular momentum term of (138). (The Jatter is for an atorn or a molecule 
small as compared to the former since the mass m of the composite particle 
as a whole is much greater than the electronic masses which contribute tos). 
Often the question of the equivalence of a magnetic dipole consisting of 
charged particles ( or a current loop) and one consisting of two 'magnetic 
charges' plays a role in these discussions2• 

Since the terms given in (138) are of order c-2 the mechanism which leads 
to this contribution to the force can be studied already in a theory which 
gives all terms up to order c-2• Such a treatment is presented in the fifth 
appendix of this chapter3• 
The equation of inner angular momentum (136) shows at the right-hand 

side the change of s due to a torque of which the leading term is µC1l /\ E 
+v(ll /\B, as follows from (134). 
When one wants to compare the results (135-137) with the non-rela 

tivistic and the so-called 'semi-relativistic' oncs (see appendix V), it should in 
the first place be borne in mind that the expression (137) is of order c-1, 
so that it contributes neither in the non-relativistic nor in the semi-relativistic 
approximation of the equations (135) and (136). Furthermore one should 
also remember that in the non-relativistic and semi-relativistic limit the 
magnetic moment vC1) is considered to be of order c-1 and c0 respectively. 
Then if one Iimits oneself to terms of order c-1 one finds indeed the equa- 

1 P. Penfield jr. and H. A. Haus, The electrodynamics of moving media (M.I.T. Press, 
Carnbridge, Mass. 1967) p. 215; Phys, Lett. 26A(l968)412; Physica 42(1969)447; 0. 
Costa de Bcaurcgard, Compt. Rend. 263B(1966)1007, 264B(1967)565, 731, 266B(1968) 
364, 1181; Phys. Lett, 24A(1967)177, 25A(1967)95, 26A(l967)48; Cah. Physique 206(1967) 
373; N. Cirn, 63B(1969)611; W. Shockley and R. P. James, Phys. Rcv. Lett. 18(1967)876. 
2 v. B. D. H. Tellegen, Am, J. Phys. 30(1962)650. From the present results it follows that 
the force on a magnetic dipole consisting of chargcd particles is exactly the same as that 
which is assumed to be valid for a 'magnetic charge' dipole. 
3 S. Colernan and J. H. Van Vleck, Phys, Rev. 171(1968) I 370 followed a similar approach. 

tions (1.55) and (I.79) of the non-relativistic theory and (Al 18) and (A136) 
of the semi-relativistic theory (cf. also problems 6-8). 

d. Charged particles with maqnetic dipole moment proportional to their inner 
angu!ar momentum 

Let us consider the special case of a charged composite particle without 
electric dipole moment and with a magnetic dipole moment proportional to 
the inner angular momentum; then 

mafi = «s'". 

The equations of motion and of spin have been given by (96), (102), (124) 
with (67): 

dp" = fa, 
ds 

ds"fi - = b"fi-(uapfi-ilpa), 
ds 

a a l af]· -2bafi p =mu+--2s îp+c up, 
me 

Pas"fi = 0. 

f" = c-1eFaf3up+½(êfFfi')mp1,, 

bafi = Faym:- pPYm;, 

p" = mua-c-2m"'PF uY + _e_ safiF u' + _l __ s"'P(a F )mYS 
/ii' me" /i, 2mc2 /3 7s • 

m* = m+½c-2Fapm"P 

d 

d
- (sap saf3) = 4s /3 Faym./3 s (1, )'' 

(139) 

(140) 

(141) 

(142) 

(143) 

The force and torque that follow from (128) and (129) with (139) are in this 
case: 

(144) 

(145) 

where only terms linear in the field have been retained. If these expressions 
are inserted into (142) we obtain: 

(146) 

From these equations one may prove that the square of the inner angular 
momentum sa11s"f3 and the quantity 

(147) 

are conserved. Infact, multiplying (141) by sap and using (143) and (145), one 
gels 

(148) 
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which vanishes, as follows if (139) is introduced. Furthermore the time deri 
vative of m (120) becomes with (140), (144) and (146) 

dm __ 
1 

_2 dFap _4 du, 
-- - zC --- 111ap + C 
ds ds ds 

f maPp u7 - _!_ saflp U1 - _!:_ saP(a F )1111'1 (149) 
\ fly Pr 2 /J ye J · me m 

Since dr//ds vanishes in the field-free case, this equality becomes up to first 
order in the fields 

dm +½c-2 dFaP 111ap = 0. 
ds ds 

Fmally, if (141) is multiplied by Fap one finds with (139), (145) and (146) 

dmaP 
Fap - = 0 

ds ' 
(151) 

if again only linear field terms are retained. From (150) and (151) it follows 
indeed that m* (147) is conserved. 

Since m* is conserved we shall use it mstead of min (146). With (147) 
this expression becomes up to terms linear in the fields: 

pa= m*ua_1_c-2Fp mflyua-c-2ma/JFp u7 + __ !!__ saflp/! u7 
z r ï m*c3 Y 

1 afl(à F ) .. , + --2 s p ye m' . 
2m*c 

ap e a/J 11\n) = -;.- S • m:c 

(150) 

(152) 

In this expression appears the inner angular momentum safl together with the 
factor e/m*c containing the total charge of the composite particle. We shall 
call this combination the 'nonna! magnetic moment' 

(153) 

The total magnetic moment ( l 39) is the sum of this normal part and an 
'anornalous magnetic moment' m'é~J: 

For convenience one could introduce (fora charged composite particle) the 
'gyromagnetic factor' g by means of 

ge 
K = 2m*c 

-2 a/J dFpy ï 1 a/J (~ dF7,) ,., +c m(a)--u - ---.- S Op -- 111', 
ds 2m*c2 ds 

~~~ = Pi'nrP - pPYm·a + c-2(u"mfiy - ilmay )F u' ds y 1· (a) (a) ye 

+ __ l - {sa7(o F .)m''iifi - sflY(è F )m•su"} 
2 * 2 Y e, 1y eÇ • 

111 C 

(156) 

Then we may write the anomalous magnetic moment alternarively in the 
form 

111c~) = (g 2)e s"11 
2m*c · 

(157) 

With (152) and (155) the equations of motion and spin (140) and (141) 
with (144) and (145) become: 

d a d /J;· 
111* _!!_ = c-1erPup+½(à"FflY)mpy+½c-2 _!._ 111pyu" 

ds ds 

(158) 

(159) 

afJ afJ afJ 111 = m(n) + m(a), 

maf/ map _ _!__ s"P = (K - _e_) s"/3. 
(a) * * 111 C 111 C 

(154) 

(155) 

In the last three terms at the right-hand side of equation (158) only the fields 
p/J have been differentiated with respect to s, not the polarization tensors 
ma/3, 111r~), the inner angular momentum tensor saf3 and the four-velocity u', 
The reason for this is that differentiation of the Jatter would have given rise 
to terms quadratic in the fields. (To see this use must be made of the propor 
tionality of the polarization tensors m"P, 111r~J and the inner angular momen 
tum tensor s"P together with the equations (121) for the field-free case.) 
In the right-hand sides of (158) and (159) the leading terms with the polar 

izaiion tensors contain the first derivatives of the field and the field itself 
respectively. Hence if the fields are sufficiently hornogencous the last terms 
in (158) and (159) may be discarded, so that we then have the simpler 
cquations: 

*dit -1 af] 1(~a 1·;) 1 -2dF/3)' a -2 af] dFp·; " 
111 ·• c eF u + -· o F'' 111 +-c -- 111 u + c m -- u' ds /J z f!y 2 ds /1)- (a) ds , 

(160) 
d a/J 
s - Fay1n·P - pflY111·" + C -2(u"111PY - uflmay )F. u". - )' ;· (a) (a) /e ds 

(161) 
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These are the equations of motion and of spin for a composite particle with 
charge and magnetic dipole moment (proportional to the inner angular 
momentum) in sufficiently homogeneous external fields. The covariant 
magnetic dipole moment occurring in maP was defined with respect to the 
normal unit vector p"/.j-p2• As in the preceding subsection one might use 
as wel! the covariant magnetic dipole moment defined with respect to c-1zt, 
because quadratic field terms have been neglected. 
As in the preceding subsection we may write the covariant equations (160) 

and (161) in three-dimensional notation. The four-velocity ua has cornpo 
nents (yc, ycp) with P = v/c, while the field components are poi = Ei, 
pii = Bk (i,j, Ic= 1, 2, 3 cycl.), Since the electric dipole moment vanishes 
here, one may write the components m'" = ,pi and mij= mk (i,j, Ic = 1, 2, 3 
cycl.) of the magnetic moment tensor according to (134) as: lJ = P /\ m 
and m = yQ·v<0. From the proportionality of the anomalous and total 
polarization tensor (v. (139), (156) and (157)) it follows that the space-space 
component m~•) = m{~) (i,j, Ic= 1, 2, 3 cycl.) is m(.J = {(g-2)/g}m\ while 
the space-time component m(~l is equal to (P /\ m(a)f In this way the equa 
tions of motion and of spin (160) and (161) get the form: 

m* d(yv) = e(E + p /\ B)+y-1(VE)·(P /\ m)+y-1(VB)·m 
dt 

+c-1y ~ {Pm·(B-P /\ E)- m(a) /\ (E+ p /\ B)+ m(a) /\ PP·E}, 
dt 

ds = y-1m /\ B +y-1(p /\ m) /\ E +yp·mc.iE + p /\ B)-y-1 ntca) P·E 
dt 

-ypp·mc•) P·E. (163) 

(162) 

(Time and space differentiations in the right-hand sides operate only on the 
fields, just as before.) 
Ifthe composite particle is momentarily at rest it is described by equations 

(162) and (163) with p = 0. Then these equations reduce to: 
*dv _1 dE 

m - = eE+(VB)-m-c lllca)/\ - , 
dt dt 

ds - = llt/\B. 
dt 

(164) 

(165) 

Equation (164) or (162) contains the 'rnagnetodynamic effect', i.e. c-1 lltca) 
/\dE/dt or alternatively c-1(d/dt)(m(a)/\E) (the difference between these 
two expressions is of second order in the fields ). Tirns this time derivative of 

the so-called 'hidden momentum' c - i m(a) /\ E contains only the anornalous 
magnetic moment. 

e. Composite particles in an arbitrarily varying electromaqnetic field 

In subsection c we derived the equations of motion (125) and (126) with the 
expressions (106) and (107) for the total force and torque. By making a 
Taylor expansion of the fields and confining ourselves to terms with the 
charge and electromagnetic dipole moments we found the expressions (115) 
and (116) ( or (128-129)) for the total force and torque. If the fields in which 
the composite particle moves change rapidly, the limitation to dipole terms 
in the Taylor expansion is no Jonger justified. We must then consider the 
complete Taylor expansion of the total force (106) around the centre of 
energy xx 

f" = c-1 f _!_ I e;(r;"à)"PP(x) (dXp + dr;p), (166) 
11=011!; ds ds 

where the relative positions rf are defined by (108). This expression may be 
written in the form 

f" = c-1eFaP(X)up 

+c-1 f ~ I e;(,·;"à)"-1(r;up-ripuY)éJYFap(X) 
n=l n. i 

+c-l f _!_ j_ { L e;(r;-o)"-1PP(X)rip} 
11=111!ds; 

+ _ 1 ~ n ~ (. ,::1)n-l ('dri/J .Y dr; ) ::1 Fap(X) c 1..; --- 1..; ei I i u - 1; - - r;p u, , 
"= 1 ( n + 1) ! ; ds ds 

where e = Lï e; is the total charge of the composite particle. At the right 
hand side one recognizes the covariant electric and magnetic multipole mo 
ments (9) with p" / .j - p2 as the time-like unit vector na. Therefore by using 
the homogeneous field equations (13) and omitting the subscript (n) = 
(p/ .j - p2) of the covariant multipoles, one may write the total force on the 
composite particle as: 

(167) 

fa = c-1eFafJUp 
(f) 

+-t, (c-1µa, ... a,.ua,,+1_c-1µa, ... a,.-,a,.+11t"+v"'···x,,+,)êlo ... 0 F 
2 i...; a:1 <Y.n-1 Cln,O'.n+1 
n=l 

(/) d 
+c-1 ~ - (µ"1···a"3 ... à F" ) (168) !..; d CJ.1 0.:11-1 ,an 11= 1 s 
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(with 8a, ... Dan-, = 1 for n = I). This result is the generalization of (111) 
to the case of arbitrarily varying fields, where all multipolcs are needed. 
The multipoles employed here were defined with respect to the nonna! 

unit vector pa/,J-p2. However, since quadratic field terms are neglected 
throughout again, one might as well use the multipole moments defined with 
respect to the normal unit vector c-1u'\ as follows from (124). The expression 
(168) may be written in compact form by introducing the abbreviation (11 ): 

m'" ... an+l = C-l(J{I···anUan+I_µa1 ... an-1an+ll,{n)+Va1 ... an+1. (169) 

The electric multipole moment occurring in the last term of (168) may be 
expressed in terms of this quantity. If only terms of zero order in the fields 
are considered, one has 

11{1'.i···O:n+ll[O:n.t.I == -CµCI.J.,.an, (170) 

as follows from (9) with (109), (121) and (124). The expression (168) be 
comes in this way 

00 

f" = c-1eF"'Pu +1. 'v (ó"' F )nta, ... a,,+, P 2 ~ .a1.,.a11-1 O:n,an+1 
11=1 

00 d 
-c-2" - rca F" )nt"1···"n+lu \ (171) L, d 'l 0:1.,.a:11-l .a11 O:n+iJ 

n= 1 S 

(with 8a, ... a" = óa, ... óaJ, which is the generalization of (128) to all multi 
pole orders. 
In a similar way one may find an cxpression for the total torque (107), 

starting from its Taylor expansion 

bap - -1 'Ç' 1 "\' ( . "')"( .apPr - .Pp"ï) (d X Y dr;y) (172) - c L, - L, e; r; o 1; 1; -- + -- . 
n=o n 1 ; ds ds 

We find then, as a generalization of (112), 
cc 

bap = c-1 "\' n,t'···a,,-,aa r=«. 
~ f' a1,.,0.:n-1 r 
n=l 

OC d 00 +c-1"(n-l)--(a, ... a,,-2ar)ó pP,,+,.-a, ... a,,-,a,3 F~. 
L, d µ ai ... ««-» ., ~ a1 ... 0:n-1 ., 
n=2 S n=l 

00 

- '\' (n-l)va, ... a,,-20:ya,,_,Ó pP,-(r:t. fJ) . .L- 0:1,,.an-I .) ' 
n=2 

(173) 

The symbol (a, (J) indicates terms of the same structure as written down 
explicitly, but with the indices a and fJ interchanged. Instead of the multipole 

moments defined with respect to pa/,J-p2, we may use those defined with 
respect to c-1ua. If one employs (169-170) and the homogeneous field 
equations one gets, limiting oneself to terms linear in the fields: 

00 00 

l)aP = 'v(ó pa. )ma, ... a,,+1,1P _ "(n-l)(o F'-' )mPa, ... a" 
L.,, a1 .. ,an-1 .an ctn+ 1 L..J 0:1 ... an-1 .an 
n=l n=2 

00 d 
+c-2 'v (n-1)--{(ó Fa )mfia, ... a"u }-(r:t. (J) (174) L, d 0:1 .•• <Xn - 2 .an - 1 Cln , , 

n=2 S 

which is the generalization of (129) to all multipole orders. 
The equations of motion (125) and (126) are now specified by the expres 

sions (168) and (173), or (171) and (174), for the total force and torque 
exerted on a composite particle in an arbitrarily varying external field. 

f. A set of composite particles in a field 

In this subsection the equations governing the behaviour of a system of 
composite particles in an external field will be derived. The composite par 
ticles wil! be labelled by an index k, their constituent particles by the double 
index ki. 
It is convenient to consider the law of mass conservation before studying 

the equation of motion. This conserved mass will be the rest mass of the 
composite particle, not the quantity m (120), since the latter is not conserved 
in genera!. (These two quantities are indeed different since m includes con 
tributions from the intra-atomie field, as follows from its definition (120) 
with (65) and (62).) The rest mass flow density of the system of composite 
particles is defined as (cf. the analogous definition for the electric four-cur 
rent density (5)) 

c ~ m1cstJ u~ 3<4)(Xk-R)dsk, (175) 

where the rest mass of composite partic1e k is mrst = Ii mki- 1t obeys the 
conservation law 

011. {c f m~0st f u~o<4)(Xk-R)dsk} = 0. (176) 

The equations of motion for particle k have the same form as (125) and 
(126). From these equations one may obtain local balance equations of 
energy-momentum and angular momentum by multiplying them with the 
four-dirnensional delta function o<4){Xisk)-R}, integrating over sk and 
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summing over k. Then one obtains, after a partial integration 

cap { t I mkuruf c5(4)(Xk-R)dsk} = C t I f%c5(4)(Xk-R)dsk 

-c-1àp { tf (s?fky/mk+bZYuky)ufc5C4)(Xk-R)dsk}, (177) 

co)' { t I s%1\1[6(4)(Xk-R)dsk} 

_ "f f ,1a: Af! S..i'B -2( a:y /J /J"/ ")" / };;:(4)( )d -Cf lLlkyLJkcl}k+c skuk-skuk!kyl11ku xk-R sk. (178) 

The total force and torque f% and b%/J have the forms (106) and (107). The 
field occurring in these expressions is now the combined field of the other 
parti cl es l ( #- k) and the external field: 

r/i + F:/i = I fiafi + F~/i, 
l( 'Fk) 

(179) 

so that one has 

f% = c - i I ek;F~fi(Rk;)ukifi + c-1 I I ekJtfi(Rk;)ukifi, 
i l( *k) 

b%/J = c-1 I eki1tF~'(Rk;)ukiy+c-l I I ekirrJfi'(Rk;)ukiy-(a, /3), (181) 
i i I( *k) 

(180) 

where (108) and the notation u%i for dR%Jdsk have been employed (since sk 
is the proper time of the centra! point of k and not of the particle ki one 
should note that uzi is not the four-velocity of particle ki.) 
The external field F:/J changes slowly over the dimension of a particle, 

whereas the fields Jtf! may change rapidly at the position of particle k. 
Therefore we rnay expand the terms with the external fields in (180) and 
( 181) and retain only the charge and electric and magnetic dipole moments, 
just as in subsection c. We then obtain as the external field contributions 
f%0 and b%~ to the total force and torque (cf. (128-129)): 

We now turn to the contributions in (180) and (181) with the fiddsfi"/J 
due to the other composite particles. These fields have been found in the 
preceding chapter, They read for particle /: 

Jtfi(R) = J Jz"P(R)ds1 = J {J.1i(R)+]~(R)}ds1, (184) 

where the partial 'plus field' is 

J.1i(R) = - L elj (urja/J-ufjaa)c5{(R-Rlj)2} (185) 
j 4n 

and where the partial 'minus field' J~ has the same form except for an extra 
factor a(R- R1J. Since we chose the proper time s1 as the parameter along 
the world line Ij, the four-vector ut is equal to dRfjds1 (not the four-velocity 
of particle lj, as explained below formula (181).) 
If the observer's point R" is sufficiently far away from the sources we may 

make a multipole expansion of the field (184). One then obtains for the fields 
(v. (14-19)) 

where 
-ra/J -ra:/J + rafi 
Jl = Jl(e) J/(m), 

rafi I (fAa:fJ fAafi )d 
Jl(e) = +l(e)+ -l(e) S1, 

"a _ - 1 F"/J(X ) 1 ( Aa fiy( )} - 2 d fp"P(x ) y} Îke - C ek e k Ukp+·z-tO Fc xk mkfiy-C l e k mkpyUk' 
dsk 

b%! = F:Y(Xk)mk~Llt-(a, /3), 

(182) 

(183) 

where m%/J was given in terms of the dipole moments µ% and v%/J by (11). 
(These dipole moments may be defined with respect to the unit vector 
pa/,J-p2 or c-1u"; the difference between these two cases consist in terms 
quadratic in the fields.) 

,af! - I (j"a/J f-ap )d Jl(m) - +l(m) + -/(m) S1 • 

The partial plus fields are here 

j"a/J el ( a:A/J fi;,a)~f(R X )2} +l(e) = - - UzO -U1u Ut - l ' 
4n 

oo ( l)nc { Aa/J - - _-__ ma,,,,/Xnaaf! 
f+!(m) - L 

4 
l .cq,.,an 

n;l n 

(186) 

(187) 

- c-2 (~ -u ·o) ma, ... =« 3/J } c5{(R - X )2}-(a /3) 
d l l frtn .0:1 ... 0'."n-l l ' ' s, 

(188) 

(189) 

(190) 

where (170) has been used and where the differential operator d/ds, acts on 
m1 and u1• Similar expressions (i.e. with an additional factor s(R- X1)) may 
be written for the partial minus fields. 
The contributions of the interatomic fields to the total force and torque 

(180) and (181) acting on composite particle kis specified if one inserts the 
interatomic fields (184) with (185). If the atoms are sufficiently far apart one 
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may perform a double multipole expansion, i.e, an expansion of the form 
(171) and (174) and moreover the expansion (186) with (187-190) of the 
interatomic field in terms of multipoles of its sources. If the atoms are near 
each other such a double expansion is notjustified. Therefore we write in the 
general case the force and torque as sums of long range and short range 
contributions indicated by L and S: 

·11. fL11. •Sa 
rk = k +rk, 

b%/J = bta/J + ()~11./J. 

Here the long range contributions are 

f La f/1. + fLa + f La fLa k = ke k(ee) k(em) + k(mm), 

'>.Laf] _ ',,.11./3 '>.Laf] '>.Laf] '>.Laf] 
IJk - llke + Uk(ee) + Uk(em) + Uk(mm) • 

fü"ee) = L f ft~(ee) ds., 
l(*k) 

',,.Laf] _ 0 
uk(ee) - , 

with 
f L11. - 1 Ja/3 (X ) k;l(ee) = C ekJl(e) k Ukp• 

The plus field contribution in 

f'L11. f La + f La k;l(ee) = +k;l(ee) -k;l(ee) 

follows by inserting in (197) the partial plus field (189). One finds 

-1 
';oLa C ( 11.c:,{J p,a) ~(X2) Î +k;l(ee) = - ~ ek el Uz uk - U1 Ok Ukp u kl , 

(191) 

(192) 

(193) 

(194) 

The external field terms f%e and b%e were given already in (182) and (183). 
The next terms contain the contributions from the charges of the various 
composite particles. They get the form 

(195) 

(196) 

(197) 

(198) 

(199) 

where the abbreviations x;:i = x:-xt and aka = a;ax: have been employed. 
In the same way one finds for the last terms in (193) and (194): 

with - in view of (171) and (174)- the partial forces and torques: 
A 00 

Î"L11. _ .l_ '\ {o/1. j" (X )}ma, ... a,,+1 
k;l(mm) 2 L,; k.cq ... a.11-1 l(m)a11,:l'.n+1 k k 

n=l 

co d - -c-2 °" - [fo t" (X )}ma, ... a,,+,u ] 
L., d l kcq ... O:n-1 Jl(m).0:11 k k ka11+1 , 

11= 1 sk 

et:) 

l3L11./3 = '\ fi) Ja (X )}ma, ... a,,+1,1/J 
k;l(mm) L.t l kct1 ... et.11-1 J l(m).a11 k k kan+ 1 

n=l 

00 

'\ ( l)f"' Ja (X )}m/Ja, ... a,, - L., /1 - l Uk11.1 ... a,,- 1 Jl(m).a" k k 
n=2 

00 d A 

...1.. c - 2 " (n 1) [{8 r11. (X )}m/Ja, · .. 'ru ] (« /3) ' L., - d kcq.,.etn-2Jl(m).a11-1 k k kan - , 
11=2 sk 

(202) 

(203) 

(with oka, ... 11.,,-, = 1 for n = 1). The plus field contributions in particular 
follow by inserting (190): 

r":". = ~ ~ (-1)111 {ma, ... a,,+1a_ +c-2 (~ +u ·o) ma, ... a,,+1u } , k,l(mm) 4 L., k ka" d k k k kan 
nn,m=l sk 

{m/J1 ... /Jm+1a -c-2 (i_ +u ·o) m/J, ... /Jm+lu } 
1 k/Jm d I l l ie.; 

Sz 

0ka, ... a,,_ 1/J, ... f3m- ,(o~gll.n+ 1/Jm+ 1 -0kan+1 gPm+Jö( Xf1), (204) 

c 
00 

{ 6:11.P. = - '\ (-1)"'+1 Lla ma, ... a,,+,a -(11-l)m aa,.,.ana 
, k,l(mm) 4 LJ ket.11+1 k ka.11-1 k kan-1 

1C n,m= 1 

-c-2(11- l) (i_· +u .•a) ma11., ... »« } 
d k k k ka,.-1 
sk 

{mP1- .. /Jm+1i) -c-2 (i_ +u ·o) m/J,.,./Jm+1u } 
l k/Jm ds, l l l l/Jm 

a (aP - P a )6(X2)-(rx /3) ka, ... an-2/J1 ... /J,,,-1 kga"/Jm+l g/J,,,+1 ka" kl ' ' (205) 

The cross-terms (em) have similar form. 
The short range terms in (191) and (192) follow from (180) and (181). 

One finds: 

fü;nm) = L f ft~(mm) ds. , (200) f~a = L f f~~ ds1, (206) l(*k) l( *k) 

()Laf] - L f ffafi d (201) ()S11./J L f !)Sa/id (207) k(mm) - k;l(mm) S1, k = k;l Sz, 
l('1'k) l( *k) 
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with 
\'Sa - 1 '\' :jap(R ) fLa fLa ;'La 
lk;l = C L, eki ri ki Ukip- lk;l(ee)- lk;l(em)- lk;l(mm), 

i 

APPENDIX I 

t;.,SaP _ - 1 '\' ? 1 .a iPY(R )- .P jAa)'(R )} _ (Lap _ (La/3 
J.Jk;l - C L, eki ll ki J I ki 1 ki l ki Uki;• l!k;l(em) J.Jk;l(mm) • 

(208) 

(209) Some properties of the tensor .Q 

Explicitly the plus field parts become with (184) and (185): 
-1 

fSa _ C '\' ( • ,-,a _ a -a )~(R2 ) 
, +k;l - - L, eki ezj uki ulj oki U1j uki ki u ki,Zj 

4n i,j 
-f~"k;l(ee) -f~"k;l(em) - f~ak;l(mm), (210) 

-1 
t;.,sap - C '\' ·"-( • af! - /! •a )~(R2 )-( P) J.J +k;Z - -- L, eki e1_; 1 ki uki "u ki U1_; U1c; ki u ki,l.i :x, JJ 

4n i.! 
- 51:[i(em) - b~"-fl(mm) • (211) 

In this way expressions have been found for the force and torque that 
occur in the balance equations of energy-rnomentum and angular momen 
tum (I 77) and (I 78) fora system of composite particles in an external field. 
They wil! form the starting point for the statistica! considerations of the next 
chapter. 

In this appendix we collecta number of properties of the tensor Q(P), which 
is defined as 

y-1 1 y n(p) = u+ --PP = U- -PP, pz y+l 
(Al) 

where y = (1 - p2 )-½ and U is the unit tensor. lts frequent use in this chapter 
stems from the fact that it describes the effect of a Lorentz contraction. In 
fact, if ais an arbitrary vector one has from (Al): 

Q·a = a1. +-Jl-P2a11, (A2) 

where a11 = PP·a/P2 and a1. = a-a11 are the components of a orthogonal 
and parallel to P respectively. The Iongitudinal component of the vector a 
is thus seen to be subjected toa Lorentz contraction. 
The inverse tensor n-1(p), which obeys the relation thatits product with 

Q(P) is the unit tensor, is: 

-1 y-1 y2 n (P) = u+ -PP = u+ ---PP, p2 y+l 
(A3) 

as may be checked directly. The tensor n-1 occurs in the formulae for the 
Lorentz transformation (with transformation velocity c/J) connecting the 
frames (ct1, R1) and (ct2, R2): 

ct2 = yct1+y/J·R1, 

R2 = n-1·R1 +y/Jct1• 
(A4) 

On the contrary the transformation formulae for an antisymmetric tensor A 
with components X (A01, A02, A03) and Y (A23, A31, A12) contain 
the tensor Q. They read 

X2 = y(Q·X1 -PA Y1), 

Y2 = y(Q·Y1 +/JAX1). 
(AS) 

'1f\O 
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From (Al) and (A3) one derives the properties 
n-1 = n+y/J/J, 
Q·/J = y-1p, 

n-1./J y/J, 

fJ A Q·a = fJ /\. a, 
Q·(aAb) = y-1(Q-1•a)A(!l-1·b), 

Q-1·(aAb) = y(Q·a)A(Q•b), 

B CH. IV 

APPENDIX II 
(A6) 

(A7) 

(AS) 

(A9) 

(AIO) 

(All) 

The connexion between the covariant 
and the atomie multipole moments 

where a and bare two arbitrary vectors. The squares of Q and n-1 have the 
forms 

n2 = U-/J/J, 
n-2 = u +y2/J/J. 

The tensor n2 occurs in the relation 

Q2·00(/Jy) = yào/J· 

It may be proved from (Al2) if use is made of the identity 

fJ·àofJ = Y-30oY, 

(Al2) 

(A13) 

(A14) 

(AIS) 

which follows from the definition of y. Finally the determinant values of Q 
and n-1 are 

The covariant multipole moments, depending on a certain time-Iike unit 
vector and defined in (9), contain quantities in the observer's frame (et, R). 
They still depend on the velocities of the atoms. Therefore we introduced 
atomie multipole moments (27, 28), defined in momentary rest frames; they 
are thus independent of the atomie velocities. The connexion between these 
atomie multipole moments and the covariant multipole moments (with the 
four-velocity chosen as the time-like unit vector) will be obtained in this 
appendix by studying the Lorentz transformation between the observer's 
frame and the momentary rest frames. 
The covariant rnultipole mornents contain the internal parameters r[; (3) 

that fulfil the relation (2) with the four-velocity e-1ur(sk) chosen as the 
unit vector n%(sk) i.e.: 

1\;a.( sk)ur( sk) = - r2;( sk)u2 ( sk) + rk;(sk)· uhk) 0. (A17) 

1n1 = y-1, 
as follows from (Al) and (A3). 

1n-11 = Y, (Al6) 
This covariant condition means that in the atomie rest frame (where 
u~0l(sk) 0 at the moment t = t0, or correspondingly for sk = skO) the 
vectors r[Jl become purely spatial (r1? Jo then vanishes according to the con 
dition) and thus constitute at that moment the atomie parameters, which we 
want to employ for the characterization of the atoms. 
The frame in which the atom as a whole is mornentarily at rest must have 

a velocity v equal to ( dRddt )t=to at the moment t = t0 with respect to the 
reference frame (et, R) of the observer. Time-space coordinates of the 
reference frame (et, R) and the atomie rest frame (et<0l, R<0l) are connected 
by the Lorentz transformation (A4): 

et= yd0l+y/J·R<0l, 
R = n,-1.R(Ol+ypdoJ, 

(A18) 

where the tensor (A3) has been used. 
Since the atom suffers accelerations, at every moment t0 one needs a dif 

ferent atomie rest frame. Every atomie frame is therefore only a momentary 
rest frame: only for t = t0 does the atomie velocity dRk0)/dt<0) vanish. The 
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transformation which connects the reference frame to the momentary atomie 
rest frame (in which the atom is at rest at time t0) is therefore determined by 
the transformation velocity: 

pk=~=! (dRk) = (dRddsk) 
c c dt t=u, dRffdsk sk=sko 

with sko corresponding to t0• For the atomie position four-vector R% this 
Lorentz transformation reads 

Rf(sk) = YkRi0)0(sk)+YkPk·Ri0)(sk), 

Rhk) = n;;1·Rf\sk)+ykpkRi0)0(sk)- 

Differentiation with respect to s gives 

dRf dRf oio dRi0l 
·-- = Yk-- +ykpk·--, 
d~ d~ d~ 

dR dR(O) dR(0)0 
_k = n;:1. _-1f_ +ykpk _k_. 
d~ d~ d~ 

.o ( ) .(0)0( ) p . (0)( ) Ik; sk = Yk,ki sk +Yk k rki sk, 

( ) _ ..-,. - 1. (0)( ) p (0)0( ) rki sk - ;:,."k rki s, +Yk krki sk , 

(Al9) 

(A20) 

(A21) 

Similarly for the internal quantities one has the Lorentz transformation 

(A22) 

and thus for the derivatives 

dr0- dr<0J0 d/0> 
_!!_ = Yk _k., __ +ykpk· ~' 
dsk dsk ds, 

d . d (0) d (0)0 'ki ..-..-1 n. p n: - = :."k . - - +yk k -- . 
ds, ds, ds, 

In the momentary atomie rest frame the atomie velocity vanishes: d.R[0)/dsk 
= 0 for sk = ska. Furthermore, as a consequence of the orthogonality rela 
tion (Al 7) the internal parameter r;i becomes purely space-like: r{fl'-' = 
(0, 1{?>) for sk = skO. These relations can be formulated conveniently with 
the help of a coordinate frame in which the atom is at rest all the time. This 
frame, which will be called the permanent atomie rest frame ( denoted by a 
prime) is a succession of Lorentz frames, not a Lorentz frame itself; it coin 
cides at time t0 with the momentary atomie rest frame ( denoted by (0)). The 
permanent rest frame is connected with the reference frame by a Lorentz 

(A23) 

transformation with velocity 

P ( ) _ dRk/dsk 
k sk - --- 

dRf /dsk 

With the help of Pisk) we define D.isk) analogous to (Al) with yisk) 
= {I -Pf(sk)}-½. In the permanent rest frame the atomie velocity vanishes 
identically: (dRk/dsk)' = 0 for all si; moreover (ri)' = 0 for all sk. From 
(A24) it follows that 

(A24) 

dR0 

_k = cyhk), 
ds, 

dRk = cyhk)Phk) 
ds, 

Furthermore, (A22) may be written with the help of quantities in the per 
manent rest frame: 

Finally (A23) becomes 

rf;(sk) = Yk(sk)Phk)·r{;(sk), 

rk;(sk) = n;;1(sk)-r{;(sk)- 

drf. (drk
0
)' (dl\·)' -' = Yisk) -' +yisk)Phk)· -' , 

ds, dsk ds, 

(
d2R )' d2R d2R0 

-} = n;;1(sk)- -/'- -yhk)Phk)--f · 
d~ d~ d~ 

The second derivatives at the right-hand side follow from (A25 ): 

d
2
/\ 2 ( ) -- = c YkOo YkPk, 

dsJ 
d2Rf 2 --·2 = c "hOoYk· 
dsk 

(A25) 

(A26) 

drki - 1 (drki)' (dri)' ······- = nk (sk)· - +yisk)Phk) -- . 
ds, ds, ds, 

Since internal quantities are to be defined in the atomie rest frame, but 
external quantities ( atomie positions, vel oei ties etc.) in the reference frame, 
one needs a few more consequences of the preceding transformation for 
mulae. In the first place we want an expression for the second derivative 
of Rf0>(sk) with respect to sk. According to the Lorentz transformation one 
has 

(A27) 

(A28) 

(A29) 
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Substituting these expressions and using (A6) and (AIS) one finds: 

(
d
2
R )' --!- = c2Yk nk·óo(yk Pk). 

dsk 
A second result can be obtained from the invariant condition (Al 7), which 
reads in the momentary atomie rest frame 

dR(O)O dR(O) 
1{?>0 _k_ -1·i?>- _k_ = 0. (A31) 

ds, ds, 

(A30) 

Differentiating this relation with respect tos and taking into account rk~· = 0 
and (dRk/dsk)' 0, one finds in the permanent atomie rest frame 

(dri)' - 1 , 2 2 , -- = c rk;(sk)·(d Rddsd, 
dsk 

which, with (A30), becomes finally 

(dri)' = CYkl"~;°!lk·óo(YkPk). 
ds, 

(A33) 

The values sk1 and sk2 of the parameter sk are related by (cf. fig. l) 

R(O)O( ) - R(O)0( ) ki S1...2 - il Sk 1 , 

or, with the splitring (3) 

R(O)O( ) , .(0)0( ) _ R(0)0( ) k sk2 , 1 ki Skz - 1 k ski · 

A Taylor expansion of the Ieft- and right-hand sides with respect to sk2 -sko 
and Su -srn respectively gives 

( 
- 1 dr[?)O) 1 

sk2 - sko = l + c __ , -- (sk! - sko) + .... 
dsk 

., dr[?> ( - 1 drf?lO)- i 
l'k; -~l-;~- 1 +c -ds-; 

(A35) 

(A36) 

(A37) 

(A32) With the help of this relation, expression (A34) becomes alter expansion of 
the numerator around skO: 

(A38) 

t<O) 
.1. 
1 

R(Ol 
k 

This exprcssion is derived for sk = sko· Introducing quantiiics measured in 
the permanent rest frame we get a relation valid for all s,: 

R(Ol 
ki 

sk2 

t<Dl 1- - - - - +--------'j'Sk2 
k I sk, ,::r ~ ~ ~ ,;; ,., 

:' _ (drki)'f1..1.. -t (dr,3)'1-1 
I ki - d;~ \ ' C ,ds~- f 

With the use of (A33) this can be: wriuen in the form 

(
dl'";)' ., r1 , o ~ ( p )} -- = l'"n + tk l\i'"'"'k'Oo Yk k , 
dsk 

(A39) 

(A40) 

-R(O) 

Fig. 1. World Iines of atom k and constituent particle ki in the momentary atomie rest 
frame. 

In the definition (28) of the magnetic multipole moments a time derivative 
of the internal coordinates occurs whieh is the limit of the difference of two 
purely spatial vectors divided by the corresponding time difference ( cf. fig. I ): 

R(O)( ) R(O)( ) .(0)( ) ., _ 1- ki 8k2 - k sk1 -1ki sko 
l'ki - im co) (o) 

tk(O)-tko\O) fk - fk0 

R(O)( ) R(O)( ) (0)( ) = lim ki Skz - k sk1 -rki sko (A34) 
Sk1 -+sko sk1 -skO 

which gives ( drkddsk)' in terms of the internal quantities r{; and f{; oecurring 
in the multipole moments which characterize the atomie structure. 
With the help of the results that followcd from the Lorentz transforma1.ion, 

we now write the connexion between the covariant multipole mornents (9) 
with the choice c-1 dR{/dsk for nx and the atomie multipole momcnts (27-28 ). 
To that end we substituie into (9) the transformation formulae (A25-A27), 
using also (A33) and (A40). Then one obtains (omitting the index (11) 
(c-1dRk/dsk)) for the covariant electric multipole moment 

110 ... 0im-1-1, ,in== rco-l)n-m(t p )m: µ(n))im+1 ... in 
'k l :.i:.k k k • k f ' 

(n = l, 2, ... ; 111 = 0, 1, ... , n), (A41) 

where the indices cx1, ... , cxm have been ehosen as zero and the indices cxm+ 1, 

... , cx11 as i,,,+ 1 ... i11, which can take the values 1, 2, 3. The symrnetrical 
character of the covariant electric multipole moment could be used to write 
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the zeros first. The covariant magnetic multipole moment has components 

vt··Oirn+1--.in-1ij = {rln;iy-m-1(-yk/Jkt: vin).Qk 

n(n+2) 2cn-l)11-m-l( /J )"'~ ( /J )·n . (11+1),n + ----·· -Yk :.:.k -Yk k Do -Yk k :.:.k : '\Ik :.:.k 
n+l 

}

Îm+ 1.,.in- lP 
2 -1 11-m-l m • (11+1) +n-yk(nk ) (-yk/Jk) ao(-yk/Jk)·nk: !Lk /\fJk ' 

APPENDIX III 

On equations of motion 
with explicit radiation damping 

(n= I,2, ... ;m=0, ... ,n-I;i,j,p= l,2,3cycl.), (A42) 

VO ... Oi,,,+1---i,,-,iO = l _11 (Q-l)n-m-1(11 /J )"'v(11) A/J 
k l rk k rk k k k 

n(n+2) 2co-l)n-m-1( /J )"'~ ( /J )·n . (11+!) /J - · · ----- "Yk :.:.k -Yk k Go Yk k :.:.k : '\Ik /\ k 
n+1 

) im+ 1.,.in-1i 
zcn-1)11-m-l( ll )"'3 ( ll) n . (11+1),n ! +n-yk :.:.k 'l'kPk O -Ykl'k •:.:.k: !J-k :.:.kJ , 

(n = 1, 2, ... ; m = 0, ... , n-l), (A43) 

where we used (A6-AI0) and the fact that the covariant magnetic multi 
pole moment is symmetrie in its first n - l indices and antisymmetric in its 
last two indices. 
From these connexionsit is apparent that in the absence of acceleration the 

purely space-like components of the covariant electromagnetic multipole 
moments (the case m = 0) in the rest frame coincide with the atomie electro 
magnetic moments; the mixed space-time components vanish in that frame. 
lf accelerations are present this needs no Jonger be the case. 

In the main text we carried out a programme to obtain equations of motion 
for a composite particle in an external field. The basis of these equations 
consisted in the microscopie balance equation (61) with (62-63). Essential 
steps were the definition of a centre of energy and the derivation of the 
equations of motion and spin in the linear field approximation. 
Part of this programme - but indeed only part of it - may be accomplished 

as well on the basis of a different form, namely (III.A26), of the balance 
equation, derived in the appendix of the preceding chapter: 

3pt*a{J = f*"' (A44) 

with the (symmetrie) energy-momentum tensor t*afJ (III.A25), which con 
sists of a material part and a field part that accounts for the interactions due 
to the plus fields of the particles: 

t*afJ = c '\"' m-f u"'ufJ;sC4l(R--R)ds- 
~ l l l l l 
i 

+ 8
1 I e;ejf(ufu1+ufu1)<5{(R;-RY};s(4l(R;-R)ds;dsj 
re i,j(i4'j) 

+ _!_ I e;ejff 1 [2ui·uiR;-RjY(R;-RY<5'{(R;-Rj)2} 
8rc i,j(i4'j) Î,=O 

+ {uf(R;-Rjt +uf(R;-RJ"'}u}3yö{(R;-RJ2}] 

;s<4J{Rj+ },(R;- Rj)-R}ds;dsjd},. (A45) 

This tensor has the special property that it vanishes outside the domain 
enclosed by the world lines. The force density /*"' was found to be 

f*"' = r+ if f~~uipöC4l(R;-R)ds; 
l,J 

(A46) 

(v. (III.A3)). It contains, just as (63), the Lorentz forces due to the external 
field, and moreover those due to the minus fields, generated by the constituent 
particles j (including the particle i itself). 
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The first step in the derivation is the application of the genera! definition 
of the centrc of energy as given in scction 3b to the particular case of a 
composite particlc described by the energy-momentum tensor t*,f! (A45) 
and acted upon by the force densityj"?" (A46). To that end we have to check 
whcther all assumptions used there are indced justified for the present case. 
To begin with, we notice that the tensor rr/J is symmetrie and that the 

force .f*, has fini te support. Furthcrrnore d1:: intcgrals 

p*x = -c-1 J t*7fi11r,d3I: 

~p*~ = f*a 
ds* 

ds*a/J · /J ( *o: */J u*/Jp*°') ~--- = b"'°' - u' p - . 
ds* 

f*°'(s*) = c-1 I ei[F°'/J{R;(s*)}+ If-'=~{R;(s*)}] ~IJ, 
i j els· 

B CH. IV 

(A47) 

for the total momentum (which is assurncd to be time-like with positivo 
time-component) and 

s*°'11 = -c-1 J{(R"-X*,)t*11ï-(R/J-X*/J)t*n}111.d
3L (A48) 

for the inner angular momentum are both convergent sensu stricto because 
of the finiteness of the support of the tensor t*,r,_ The proof on the unique 
ness of the centre of energy construction is now complicared by the difficulty 
that the force densityj"?" (A46) cannot be made arbitrarily small by varying 
the external fields, due to the occurrence of the minus fields. In this case 
one has to assume that the ccntre of energy construction leads to a unique 
centra] point. 

By making use of the balancc cquation (A44) one may derive by applying 
Gauss's theorern (in a straightforward marmer since t*'/J has 'local character") 
the equations of motion and spin, wbich are analogous to (96) and. ( 102): 

(A49) 

(A50) 

The total force and the total iorque occurring here have the same form as 
(106) and (107) but with the sum of the external field and the total minus 
field instead of the external field tout court: 

(A51) 

b*afl(s*) = c-1 I ei[Rf(s;)-X*a(st)}[Ffl7[R;(s*)} + If~~{R;(s*)}] ~d!<:,,r 
j s 

-(:x, /J). (A52) 

APP. lil RADIATION DAMPING 

f*"(s*) = f"(s*) + f':.(s*), 

b*a/J(s*) = b"'/J(s*)+b~(s*), 
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Since the minus fields are finite at the world lines of the particles (v. 
(III.111)) we may develop them into a multipole series just as the external 
field. If one retains the charge and dipole contributions one finds for the total 
force (and torque) quantities that are the sum of expressions f"(s*) (115) 
(and ba/J(s*) (116)) with X*"', u*\ m*a/J and r" depending ons* instead of 
xa, u\ ma/J and p"' depending on s, and minus field contributions of similar 
form: 

with 

(A53) 

(A54) 

d *Y i 
f':.(s*) = c-1ef.':/J(x*)u* +½{<rJ~Y(x*)}m*, + - {1~(x*)m* _P_\, 

/J fly d * f]y * *ef S UeP 

(A55) 
*e 

b~(s*) = J_':Y(X*)mt/J +u*"'f~Y(X*)m;~ -{--;--,; -(a, /3), 
Uç p"'' 

where f-'.'_/J is the total minus field IJ':.~. This total minus field may be devel 
oped into a multi po Ie series in terms of its sources by using the formulae (17) 
with (18-19). Retaining only the charges and dipoles, we then get (sup 
pressing the asterisks for convenience from now on): 

(A56) 

f~(R) = - !_f(u"'3/J-u/Jaa)ö{(R-X)2}e(R-X)ds 
4n 

+ 4~(mY"'3/J3y_mYfl3aay)ö{(R-X)2}e(R-X)ds. (A57) 

In order to evaluate (A55) and (A56) we have to calculate this minus field 
and its derivative at the position of the world line. The minus field due to 
the charge at the position of the world line has been found already in (III. 111) 
of the preceding chapter: 

Jap _ !_ -4( a •P_ /J •a) 
-(e) - C U a U a . 

6n 
(A58) 

where a" is the four-acceleration dua/ds. lts derivative at the position of the 
world line will be calculated in the next appendix. The result is ( cf. (A77)): 

3l'j~~e) = __!__ C-4{äagflY+c-2a-àg°'Yufl+c-2a2gayap-2C-2Uo:aflày 
12n 

-4c-2uaàflaY +uY(3c-4a2uaaP -3c-2u°'ä/J - 2c-2a"'à/J)}-(a, /J). (A59) 
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It is possible to derive in a similar way expressions for the dipole minus 
field and its derivative. Since the results are rather lengthy1 we shall give 
here only those terms which are independent of the first and higher deriva 
tives of the velocity. These terms (which will be derived in the next appendix) 
read 

c-3 o) (3) (3) 

f~mJ = --(m"'P+2c-2m"YuyuP-2c-2mPYuru"), 
6n 

(4) (4) (4) 

+ m"'Pmpy u Y - u"'mPYmP)' - 6c - 2u"'mPYu7 u'mp,) 
C - 3 d { (3J (3l (3l , } + --- - (nr" +2c-2m'"u, ufi-2c-2u°'mP•u,)mpy ~ , 
6n ds UçP 

(A60) 

c- 5 (4) (4) (4) (4) 

àYJ:~m) = - - (m"'u,gPr + m"YuP + m"fluY + 6c-2m"'u, ilu7)-(rx, fJ), (A61) 
12n 

where numbers above the symbols indicate the number of differentiations 
with respect to the proper time. If the expressions (A58-A61) are intro 
duced into (A55) and (A56), one obtains the total minus field contribution 
of the force and torque exerted on the composite particle. If again only terms 
independent of the first and higher derivatives of the velocity are written 
down, one gets 

ec-4 (3) c-s (4) 

f~ = - --nfflu + -(m"ilm .u7 

6n /J 12n fly 

(A62) 

c-3 [<3) . (3) . b"!! = ~ m"Ym/ +2c-2m"''u,uYm/ 

{ 

(3) (3) (3) ( (3) }] 

+u" (mil, +2c-2mP•u uY-2c-2uflmY'u )m r _!!__ -2c-2myeu m·p e e /';) s. e y 
U:,p 

-(rx, {3). (A63) 

The equations of motion (A49) and (ASO) are now completely specified if 
one substitutes (A53) and (A54) with (A62) and (A63). They contain ex 
plicitly terms that describe the radiation damping. Owing to this fact these 
equations do not reduce, for the field-free case, to such simple forms as 
derived in the main text. The problem of their solution requires the consider 
ation of runaway solutions (just as in chapter III). 

The minus field of a charged dipole particle 

In this appendix expressions will be derived for the minus field of a charged 
dipole particle at the position of the particle itself in a way similar to that of 
section 2e of the preceding chapter. We start from forrnulae (14-16) which 
give the genera! expressions for the retarded field. Combining it with the 
expression for the advanced field, one gets 

fr~! =fr~~CeJ+f,~~CmJ = - !-J(u°'êfl-i/à")c5{(R-X)2}0{±(R-X)}ds 
2n 

+ ~J(mY"'é)flày-mYPà"'ày)c5{(R-X)2}0( ±(R-X)}ds, 
2n 

with e the charge and m"/J the covariant dipole moment (I 1) of the particle. 
Performing the integration, one finds 

,a/J _ _ e "°' { ( uP ) j ) ( /3) 
Jr,a(e) - + 4n O u-r lrJ - 'l., ' 

{( 
y/J) 1 1 ap _ C ""' " 111 \ _ f,,a(m) - ± - 0 C, -.-. / f ( 'l., /3), 

4n UI ir ,a 

with r" = R" - X\ where the suffixes r and a at the bar indicate that one 
should take the retarded and advanced expressions. The differentiations 
with respect to R may be performed by making use of the equation (III.94) 
that follows from the light-cone equation. 
The charge minus field that may be calculated from (A65) has been ob 

tained already in section 2e of the preceding chapter. There we have found 
for the minus field at the world line (v. (III.111)): 

J:~e) = !__ c-4(u"'áp -iiflá"'). 
6n 

APPENDIX IV 

(A64) 

(A65) 

(A66) 

(A67) 

We are also interested (in view of the equation of motion) in the space-time 
derivative of the minus field, i.e. in à'i~el. By making use of the projection 
operator Ll"/J = g"fl + c - 2u"ufl, one may split this derivative into two parts: 

1 S. Emid and J. Vlieger, Physica 52(1971)329. ày,o:p AY ::,jo:/J -2 )' e::, j"'P 
J-(e) = LJ8U -(e)-c U U u, -(e), (A68) 
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namely into a part which gives the derivative in a direction orthogonal to 
the four-velocity and apart that specifies the derivative in a direction parallel 
to u". The latter part may be calculated directly from (A67), since 

,~ Jafi -iJafi = _/:?_ -4( a•fi+ a••/i_ «:«: /i·•a) u o, -(e) - -(e) c a a u a a a u a . 
ds 6n 

(A69) 

To evaluate the former part one has to consider the minus field at a position 
Ra = X"(s1)+en" (v. (III.101)) with fixed s1 and space-like unit vector n" 
orthogonal to it(s1) and then take the derivative with respect to en". To be 
able to perform this programme one has to push the series expansions in e 
as given in (III.103-109) one step further. The extension of (III.103) with 
one more term leads to an extension of (III.104) of the form: 

sr,a -s1 = + c-1 e[l -½c-2a-ne+ {½c-4(a-n)2 -z14c-4a2 ±ic-3à·n }e2 

+ f -2-c-6(a-n)3 +.-?-c-6a-na2 +- ic-5a·nà·n l 16 48 3 

1 -4 .. + 1 -5 '} 3 J -24c arn _ 24c ara e + .... (A70) 

Furthermore one has to calculate the extensions of (UI.105-108). This leads 
to the series expansions: 

u(s)·r(s) = + ce[l +½c-2a·ne+ { -ic-4(a·n)2 +ic-4a2+-¼c-3à·n }e2 

+ r_1,_c-6(a-n)3 _ic-6a-na2 +-1.c-5 a-nám l16 16 -3 

+ic-4ä·n +ic-5a-à}e3 + ... ], 

a(s)·r(s) = e{a-n+c-1(à·n+½c-1a2)e 

(-5 -3 • J -4 2 J -2·· +1 -3 • )2 ' + +6c a·a-2c a a-n+2c a-n_2c ·a-11a·n e +-··J, 

r"(s)i/l(s )- r1\s)u"(s) = c(n"ufi + ( + c - i naafi - ½c-2itaP)e 
+(+ic-3a-nnaaf! +ic-2naáfi + tc-4a·nu"aP +ic-3u"àfi)e2 

-2 2 2 -3 

+ [{ +¾c-5(a·n)2 ± 2\c-5a2 -ic-4à·n }n"aP-½c-4a·nnaàf! 

+ic-3n"ä/i + { -½c-6(a·n)2 +--l4c-6a2 +ic-5 á·n }u"cl 

+½c-5a·nu"àfi-ic-4u"äfi-i2c-
4aaàfi]e3 + ... )-(:x, fJ), 

r"(s )afi(s)- rfi(s)aa(s) = e(n"afi ± c - l u""afi + ( + c - l naàfi + ½c - 3 a·nuaafi 
-c-2u"àfi)e+ [+J·c-3 a-nnaà11 +J·c-2n"ä/J + c-4a·m1"à/J -2 2 

+ic-3uaäf!+ic-3aaàfl + f + 3c-s(a·n)2 +- ...J_c-saz 
-2 -2 l-8 24 

--'- 1 . - 4 •. } a fl] 2 + ) ( R) , 6c a n u a e . . . - :x, I' . 

If these expressions are substituted into (A65) and half the difference of the 
retarded and advanced field is taken, one finds for the minus field in the 
neighbourhood of the world line 

-4 
J':_fl = ec -- f2uaá11 +(c-2a-án"i/! +c-2a2nac/3 

(e) 12n t 

- 2c-2 chulafi - 4c -z a-nu"áf! - n"äfl)c + ... }-(:x. f3). (A 75) 

(Indeed the limit c -+ 0 gives back (A67 ). ) The derivative of the minus field 
in a direction orthogonal to the four-velocity follows by taking the derivative 
with respect to en': 

1 ~ -4 
r ~,ya/1 1 · A •• O J"fi ec r( - 2 • «ö fJ - 2 2 ab fJ 

LJi,O -(e) = 1111 - LJiJ ~- - -(eJ = -- LJ), c a-ag u +c Cl g a 
,-,o ,; en" 12n 

- 2c- 2 á"uaafJ - 4c -2a"u"áfi - g"" ël)-(:x, /3). (A 76) 

Cornbining this relation with (A69) according to (A68) one finds 

(A71) 

(A72) 

ó'f~e) = ~ c-4{ ä"g/3, + c-2a·ágayufl + c-2a2g"7afi -2c-2u"a/Jà, 
12n 

- 4c-2uaàf! a 1' + u1(3c-4 a2u"a/J - 3c -2u"ä/l - 2c -2a"àfi)}-( :x, /3), (A 77) 

which is the expression (A59). This formula shows that the derivative of the 
minus field, just as the minus field itself at the world line of the particle, dis 
appears if no accelerations are present, i.e. if the particle moves uniformly. 
We now turn to the dipole field given by (A66). It is possible to calculate 

(in an analogous fashion as used for the charge field) the genera! expression 
for the field and its derivative at the world line. The results are lengthy1 and 
wil! not be reproduced here. Much more simple results are obtained if one 
retains right from the beginning only those terms which are independent of 
the first and higher derivatives of the velocity. Then formula (A66) becomes 
upon using (III.94) 

,af! - + C 1 f tiia'r .. ,-fi 
Jr,a(m) - _ - --·· ~-' 

4n ( u·r)2 l u·r 
2ni."1'u rfl 

)' 

u·r 
2rit1'r7ufi _ 3ni."1'r,rflc2 

UT (u-r)2 

(A73) ·af/ 2m"Yu"ufl 3m"7u1rflc
2 3m"1'r,uflc2 3m"7r_,rf3c4 

+m + , + z- + ---------- + , 3 
UT (u-r) (u-r)2 (u-r) 

- m"flc2)' 
-~~;~-f -(;1,f3). (A78) 

(A74) 
Harish-Chandra, Proc. Roy. Soc. A185(1946)269; J. R. Ellis, J. Math. Phys. 7(1966) 

1185; S. Emid and J. Vlieger, Physica 52(1971)329. 
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Its value near the world line, i.e. at a position Ra = X"(s)+en" follows by 
making use of formulae of the type (A70-A74). In particular, since we 
limit ourselves here to terms without accelerations, the equation (A70) 
110w reduces to 

- -1 
Sr.a-S1 = +c 8. (A79) 

Furthermore one finds then 

u(s)-r(s) = +es, 
r"(s) en"± c-1 eu" 

(ASO) 

(A81) 

and expressions for m"P(s) and its derivatives that follow immediately from 
the Taylor expansion around s1• lf these expressions are inserted into (A78) 
one obtains for the minus field in the neighbourhood of the world line up to 
order e: 

c-3 (3) (3) (3) J:1m) = - (111"/J + 2c-2m"YuY uf! -2c-2m/JYu
7 
u") 

6n 
8 (4) (4) (4) (4) 

- -- c-5(m"'u7 ,l + m'?», il-mf!'u7 n"-111P7n, u"). 
12n 

From this formula one finds directly, by letting tend e to zero, for the field 
at the position of the particle 

(A82) 

c-3 (3) (3) (3) 

J:1m) -(m"P+2c-2m"Yu7uf!-2c-2m/!i'u,u") 
6n 

and for the derivative of the field in the direction orthogonal to the four 
velocity, 

(A83) 

c- 5 (4) (4) (4) (4) 

LJY à"'f"/J = - -- LJY(ma'u g/iö + 111a"il -mP'-u g"0 -mP"it) 
/j -(m) 12n " 8 8 • 

(A84) 

Furthermore it follows from (A83) that the derivative in the direction of the 
four-velocity is 

- 3 (4) (4) (4) 

e :i j"P _ C ( af] 2 - 2 a)' /J 2 - 2 f]y ") U U8 -(m) - - 111 + C 111 Uy U - C 111 U7 U , 
6n 

where again accelerations have been neglected. Then, according to (A68), 
we find from (A84) and (A85) 

(A85) 

APPENDIX V 

Semi-relativistic equations of motion 
fora composite particle 

1. The semi-relatioistic approximation 

In the relativistic treatment of a composite particle in an external field equa 
tions of motion and of angular momentum have been found. They contain, 
as compared to the corresponding non-relativistic treatment, a number of 
relativistic effects. Amongst these figure in particular terms of order c-2, 
which contain an explicit factor c-1 and the magnetic dipole moment, which 
is itself of order c - i _ Hence these are the terms which would survive in the 
so-called semi-relatioistic approximation (v. section 2e) in which one con 
siders the magnetic dipole moment to be an atomie parameter of order c0 
and subsequently retains only terms up to order c- 1. It is possible to give 
a theory in which all these semi-relativistic effects are included, without going 
through the complete relativistic treatment. In this way some insight is 
gained about the origin of these terms, in particular about the so-called mag 
netodynamic effect, that contains the vector product of the magnetic dipole 
moment and the electric field. In the following we shall carry out this pro 
gramme by first developing the theory up to order c-2 (which includes the 
use of some notions of relativity) and then taking the semi-relativistic limit of 
the resulting equations. 

c-s (4) (4) (4) (4) 

o7J:1m) = - -(m"u,gPY+m"7uP+mafiuY+6c-2m"u8uPuY)-(a,f3), (A86) 
12n 

which is the final result for the derivative of the dipole minus field at the 
position of the particle ( at least for the terms without accelerations ). 

2. The momentum and energy equations 

a. The equation of motion 

In non-relativistic theory the equation of motion for a particle in an electro 
magnetic field contains the time derivative of mass times velocity. In a theory 
which includes all effects up to order c-2, again the time derivative of the 
momentum appears. However, the momentum now contains not only the 
ordinary rest mass, but also a mass which is equivalent to the kinetic energy. 
The equation of motion for constituent particle i of the composite particle 
reads then 

d { ( 1 - 2 • 2) · f - 1 . )} - m; l+2c R; RJ = ene/R;, t)+c R;Abi(R;, t , 
dt 

(A87) 
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where e; is the charge, m; the mass, R;(t) the position and i?.;(t) the velocity of 
the particle i. The right-hand side is the Lorentz force, just as in non-relativ 
istic theory. The total electromagnetic fields e1 and b1 contain the fields due 
to the other particles j ( # i) and due to external sources. The electric and 
magnetic fields are needed up to order c- 2 and c- 1 respectively so as to 
describe all effects up to order c-2• 

Since we are interested in the motion of the cornposite particle as a whole, 
we shall define now a privileged point X which describes the position of the 
atom as a whole. In non-relativistic theory the centre of mass has been 
chosen as such a point. In relativity one should like to include beside the 
rest masses also internal kinetic and potential energies in the definition. This 
would lead to an energy centre, defined, up to order c - 2, as 

X* = ~;_(n1;+½c-
2
m;R)_~~-~bA"n_:;_e;/~Jrl_R;-Rll)R_;. 

Ii (m; +½c-2111; R; --t-c-2 Ij(*il e; e j/8nlR;- R)) 

Let us consider the points of the world lines R;, X and X* which have the 
same time coordinate t' in the coordinate frame (indicated by primes) which 
moves with the velocity X*(t*) with respect to the observer (see fig. 2). In 

t'; 

'-c---------------R 

(A88) R' 

Fig. 2. The construction of the scmi-relativistic energy centre. 
Such a definition, however, is still not convenient, since in this way the 
privileged point X* would depend on the velocity of the observer with respect 
to the compcsite particle, and is hence not invariant. To overcorne this 
drawback, let us consider the coordinate frame in which the composite 
particle is momentarily at rest, i.e. a frame which moves with the velocity 
X* with respect to the observer. If we now determine the energy centre in 
this momentary rest frame, we find a point X ( different from X*). By re 
peating this procedure for each time t one obtains a world line of energy 
centres X(t) 1. From this construction we shall now derive the relation that 
deterrnines the privilegecl point X in terms of the positions R,. 
1 One may ask whether this construction is the c-2-limit of the relativistic definition of the 
centre of energy. In the relativistic case one takes the energy centrc in space-likc surfaces. 
As a weight function one uses the time-time component t00 of the energy-rnomentum ten 
sor (62). If one evaluates up to order c-2 the expression c-2 f t00R.dR. one finds indeed 
the numerator of (A88) (v. problem 7). What remains to be checked is that the relativistic 
construction, in which one takes space-Iike surfaces normal to the total momentum p", 
reduces to the present one, in which different space-Iike surfaces are ernployed, namely 
surfaces orthogonal to the four-velocity corresponding to X*. From (124) it follows that 
the space-cornponents of c times the normal unit vector i.e.: cpa/ v -iz differs from the 
space-components of ux = dX"/ds by terms which are of order c-2 and smaller. In the 
course of this appendix it wil! turn out that the velocity X differs from the velocity X* by 
terms which are also of order c-2 and smaller. Hence c times the space components of 
the normal unit vector of the relativistie definition differs by terms which are of order c- 2 

(and smaller) from X*, which is used here. Since the construction given here wil! show 
that not the precise form (A88) of X* is relevant, but only the fact that its c0-terms givc the 
non-relativistic centre of rnass, it follows that the construction given here is indeed the 
c-2-approximation to the relativistic dcfinition. 

the observer's frame these world points have the time components t,, tand 
t* respectively. The relative position vector in the primed frame 

r;(t) = R;(t;)-X'(t) 

'°'f 1 -2 R·,2() -2'°' e;ej } '() 0 1... 1m;+2c 111; ; t; +c L. , , r; t = . 
i \ j(,l,i) 8rrlr;(t)-r/t)I 

t;-t = c-2.X*(t*)-r;(t), 

f;-t c-2.X*(t)-r;(t), 

(A89) 

of particle i with respect to the energy centre X fulfils the relation 

(A90) 

In fact this is the defining formula of an energy centre up to order c - 2 ( cf. 
(A88)). We now want to find what follows from this relation for the relative 
positions 

r;(t) = R;(t)-X(t), (A91) 

in the observer's frame. From the fact that the world points (R,(t;), t,) and 
(X(t), t) have the same time components in the primed frame, it follows, 
with the help of a Lorentz transformation, that, up to order c-2, one has 

(A92) 

where (A89) has been used. In the same way it follows that t*-t is of order 
c-2, so that (A92) may be written as 

(A93) 

up to order c- 2• The first terms of a Taylor expansion of R;(t;) around R;(t) 
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become with the help of (A93): 

R;(t;) = R;(t)+c-2X*(t)T;(t)R;(t). 
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(A94) 

The same Lorentz transformation which has led to (A92) also yields with 
the notation (A89): 

R;(t;)-X(t) = r;(t)+½c-2X*(t)·r;(t)X*(t), (A95) 

where in the transformation velocity X*(t) the time t has been written in 
stead of t*, since the difference between these times is of order c-2 only. 
From (A91), (A94) and (A95) follows the relation 

r;(t) = r;(t)+½c-2X*(t)·r;(t)X*(t)-c-2X*(t)·r;(t)R;(t). (A96) 

lts inversion, up to order c-2, reads 

r;(t) = r;(t)-½c-2 X*(t)-r;(t)X*(t) + c-2 X*(t)·r;(t)R;(t). (A97) 

Apart from r;(t), which has now been found, the quantity R;(t;) also occurs 
in (A90). It may be written, up to order c0, as 

R;(t;) = R;(t;)-x*(t*) = R;(t)-X*(t), (A98) 

where the fact has been used that both t;-t and t*-t are of order c-2• 
Inserting (A97) and (A98) into (A90) we obtain now up to order c-2: 

L {m,+½c-2111;(R;-X*)2+c-2 L e;ej } 
; j(*i) 8nl1\-r_;I 

(1"ï-½c-2x*·r;X*+c-2x*·r;R;) = o, (A99) 

where the arguments t o[ all quantities have been suppressed. From (A88) 
and (A99) it follows that the difference between X* and X is of order c-2• 
This permits us to write (A96) and (A99) with (A91), up to order c-2, as 

r, = r;-½c-2X·r:x-c-2X·r;1\ 
and 

= 0. 

(AlO0) 

' ( 1 -2 .2 -2 ' e;ej -2 x· . ) L, m;r;+2c 111;1'; r;+c L, -~'---- r,+c m; ·1\I'; 
; .i(*i) Snlr,-r_;I 

The last relation defines a privileged point of the composite particle in a 
unique way. In fact if there would exist two different points X and X + LlX, 
one would have, apart from the relation (Alül) as it stands, a relation like 
(Al Ol ) but with X +LlX and r,-LlX instead of X and r, respectively. Then 
from these two relations together it follows that LlX is at least of order c-4• 

(Al0l) 

Hence it is negligible in the framework of the present treatment, in which 
only effects of order c-2 are considered. One may still ask whether the defi 
nition of the privileged point is biased by the original choice of the (R, t) 
frame as a starting point. Suppose in fact that one had started from an (R, t) 
frame which moves with a velocity V with respect to the observer to define 
the ancillary point X*. Then one would have arrived at a privileged point 
X(î) and relative positions 

î\(t) = R;('t)-X(t), 

which satisfy a relation like (Alül) but 'circumflexed'. The Lorentz trans 
form of the point (X(î), î) in the (R, î)-frame is the point (X(t), t) in the 
(R, t) frame. One may now ask which relation is satisfied by the relative 
positions r;(t) = R;(t)-X(t) with respect to the newly defined privileged 
point X(t). They are connected to the r;(î) by a relation which may be 
derived in the same way as (A97), and which reads 

r;(t) = r;(t)-½c-2V·r;(t)V +c-2V·r;(t)R;(t). 

Substitution of this relation and the transformation formula X = X -- V 
into the circumflexed (Al 01) gives 

t' {m-r---21c-2m-V·r-V+c-2m- V·r.k+.12c-2m-1:2r. i.._; L L l L l l l l. l- l- 
i 

2 e. e. 2 • } +c- I ' 1 r-+c- m.(X-V)·r-r. = 0 
j(*i) Snjr,-r_;I ' ' ' ' · 

(A102) 

(A103) 

(A104) 

With R, = X + 1\ the third term splits, such that the second part of it cancels 
together with the last term. Furthermore the first part of the third term and 
the second term are both of order c-4, as follows because I, m;r, is of 
order c-2• As a result one is left with a relation of the same form as (AIOI). 
Since there is only one point which satisfies (Alül ), as was shown above, the 
choice of the (R, t) frame as a starting point does not cause a bias. 
The relation (Alül) will be used to derive an equation of motion for the 

atom as a whole. In fact by summation over i of equation (A87) and the use 
of (A91) and (Alül) one gets an equation of motion with at the Ieft-hand 
side the time derivative of the quantity 

( 1 - ? x· 2 1 - 2 "' • 2)x· "' - 2 • x· • , .1 - 2 • 2 • m+zc -m +2c L,111;1'; + L,c 111;1';· r,+ L,zC 111,r,r, 
i i i 

-2 d t' (1 ·2 "' e,ej x· . ) -c -L, 2m,r;r,+ L, --'--- r,+m, ·r,r, . 
dt ; .i(*i) Snjr,-r_;I 

This is the extension up to order c-2 of the non-relativistic momentum m.X 

(A105) 
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(the mass of the composite particle is m = L,, mJ If the time derivation in 
(A105) is performed, one obtains- amongst other terms - second derivatives. 
These may be rewritten with the help of the zero order equations of motion 

m)( = e;ei(R;, t), 

mX = I, e;ei(R,, t), 
i 

(A106) 

which follow from (A87). In this way (A105) becomes 

(m+½c-2mX2+½c-2 ~ 111;1:f)X-c-2 ~ [,\· {e;ei(R;, t) 

m;'\' (R )Î. '\' e;ej {: (1\-ri)·(1\-ri)ri) 
- - 1.., e j e1 i , t j , ; + 1.., 1 ; - 2 ·· f 

m i i<*il 8nlr;-r) lr;-r) 

m; .. : . . f m, IJ + - I, eiei(Rj, t) 1;1;+X r; 1e;ei(R;, t)- - I, eiei(Rj, t)f , (Al07) 
/1lj \ 111j 

where the last term between the brackets may be omitted, because it is of 
order c-4, since I,, m.r, is of order c-2• 

The total electric field e1(Ri> t), occurring in (AI07), consists of the intra 
atomie field, generated by the constituent particles j ( =I= i) of the atom itself, 
and the field E(R,, t) from outside the atom. Up to order c0 we have thus 

e{r--r-) et(R;, t) = I, _.1__~ L3 +E(R,, t). i(*il 4nJr;-1J 

Substitution of this expression into (Al07) yields 

(m+½c-2mX2+½c-2 L m;r;)X 
i 

_2 '\' e,e1- (. (r,-ri)(r;-r1}R;} -c 1.., --~ r-+ 
i,J(i*il 8nlr;-r) l ' lr;-r)2 

-c-2 I, ei[~- /\E(Ri, t)+i-;"E(R;, t)r,+X·r;E(Ri, t)}, 
i \ 111 

where we introduced the non-relativistic inner angular momentum 

s = I m; ,.i /\ ,\. 
i 

(Al08) 

(Al09) 

(AllO) 

The time derivative of expression (Al09) constitutes the left-hand side of 
the equation of motion for the compositc particle. The right-hand side is the 
sum over all constituent particles i of the Lorentz forces which appear in the 

right-hand side of (A87). In these Iorccs the total fields are sums of intra 
atomie fields and fields from outside the atom (cf. (Al08)). Up to orders 
c-2 and c-1 the electric and magnetic fields are given by (v. (IIf.72)) 

ei(R;, t) = L e_; [ _";~.'_·_; 3 +c-2 _(,:i_~r_;)R} -c-2 _'.3_(1\-1:){~\ __ 'j)·RJ2 
.i("-i) 4nJI\ r_;r- 8n:Jr; l'_;j3 8njri r;J5 
_ -2 (ri-r1)(ri r;)-Ri -2 il. ] c --,--- --

3
-·-c ---1 -· +E(R;,t). 

8nJr;-rJ 8nJr; r_;I , 

b(R ) _ -1 L R.1/\(r; rJ t ; , t - c e- -- ·· -- · + B(R- t) 
./ 3 1, ' 

.i(e"i) 4nlri-r;J- 
wherc (A91) has been used. With those expressions for the totai elcctro 
magnetic field the right-hand side of the equation of motion for the cornpo 
site particle gets the form 

-c-2 ~ [ L, ei {k+ (r;-rJ(ri=rJ·~;)] 
dt i.iu=i) 8nJr;-r) ' J1';-r_;l2 J 

+ Ie;[E(R;, t)+c-1Ri/\B(Ri, t)}. (Al12) 
i 

The equation of motion for the cornposite particle up to order c-2 follows 
finally by equating the time derivative of (AI09) and expression (Al 12): 

d f\(111+±c-2mx2+½c-2 I m;1\2+c-2 I ei ) xll 
dt ; i.JU*.il 8nJ1\-r) 

L e;{E(R;, t)+c-1R;/\B(Ri, t)} 
i 

+c-2 _cl_ [ I, ei f\1\·E(R;, t)r,+X-riE(R;, t)+ .!_ /\E(R;, t)Îf] . 
dt ; 111 

(Alll) 

(A113) 

In the left-hand side one recognizes the time derivative of the velocity of 
the atorn times its total energy divided by c2 (its 'total mass'). At the right 
hand side appears, apart from the sum of the Lorentz forces, a (total) time 
derivative of order c-2• The last term of the quantity between brackets may 
be written in a compact form: 

Ie;~ /\E(Ri, t) = S/\X 
111 

(Al 14) 

by using (A106) and (A108) (cf. the remark after eq. (126)). 
In the case without fields E and B the right-hand side of (Al 13) vanishes, 

so that then the bracket in the Ieft-hand side is conserved. According to 
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equation (I.63) the time derivative of the factor between brackets (the 'total 
mass') is in this case at most of order c-4 and hence negligible. This means 
that the velocity X of the atom as a whole is conserved, as one would expect 
in the field-free case. 

Let us now consider the equation of motion (Al 13) for a composite par 
ticle in an external field (E, B) that changes slowly over the dimensions of the 
parti cie. Then the right-hand side of the equation of motion may be expanded 
in terms of the relative positions r; (A91 ). In that way one may obtain a series 
expansion containing the non-relativistic multipole moments (T.15-16) of 
chapter I. These non-relativistic multipole moments however are not inde 
pendent of the motion of the atoms in a theory in which all terms up to 
order c-2 are taken into account. Therefore we want to introduce rest frame 
multipole moments, as in section 2b of the present chapter, which read 

11.(n) = _!_ '\' e- r'." 
Ï i....; i L ' n! , 

V·B = 0, 

(11 =0,1,2, ... ), 

., 
(n) _ n '\' ,,, r; v - ---1-,e;r, /\ -, 

(n+l)! i C 

The connexion (AIO0) between 1\ and r; allows us to express the right-hand 
side of the equation of motion in terms of these rest frame multipole mo 
ments. If we confine ourselves to the contributions of the electric charge 
µ<0J = e and the electric and magnetic dipole moments µ(1l = µ and 
v<1J = v, and if we make use of the homogeneous field equations for the 
external fields 

(Al 15) 
(n = 1,2, ... ). 

c-18B/ót+V AE = 0, (Al 16) 

we obtain as the equation of motion up to order c-2 fora composite charged 
dipole particle in an external field 

i {(m+½c-2mv2+½c-2 ~ m,,:;2+c-2 .. ~. ~'.ej-;-) v} 
dt , ,,1<•~1J8n\1;-1) 

= e(E + c-1v /\ B)+(VE)'(µ-½c-2vv·µ-c-1v /\ v) +(VB)·(v +c-1 µ /\ v) 

+c-1 i(µAB)-c-1 i [vAE-c-1v·µE-c-1 ~ A{eE+(VE)'µ}], 
dt dt m 

(All 7) 

where the fields depend on the position X and the time t and where we have 
written v for the velocity X. This equation, which is indeed the c-2 approxi 
mation of the relativistic equation (135) with (137), may be compared to the 

non-relativistic equation (55) of chapter I. At the left-hand side three addi 
tional terms appear, which describe c-2 corrections to the inertial mass. 
At the right-hand side in the second term the Lorentz contracted electric 
dipole moment µ1. +(1-½c-2v2)µ11 up to order c-

2 appears (the dipole 
moment has been split into components orthogonal to and parallel with the 
velocity) and moreover a term due to the moving magnetic dipole moment. 
The last time derivative contains in the first place a magnetodynamic effect 
with v /\ E analogous to the electrodynamic effect with µ /\ B of the penulti 
mate time derivative. The third contribution to the last time derivative has 
the same form as the first contribution but with the 'normal magnetic dipole 
moment' c-1es/m instead of the (total) magnetic dipole moment v, and with 
the opposite sign. Hence effectively only the 'anomalous magnetic moment' 
couples with the electric field (as has been found already in the relativistic 
treatment), For an ordinary atom the anomalous magnetic moment is nearly 
the same as the total magnetic moment v, since the atomie mass mis several 
thousand times greater than the masses of the particles which contribute to 
the inner angular momentum. 

In the preceding all effects of order c-2 were taken into account. The equa 
tion of motion is simplified if we consider the semi-relatioistic approximation. 
The Jatter has been defined in section 1 ofthis appendix as the approximation 
which results if one retains terms up to order c-1 only, considering the mag 
netic dipole moment as being of order c0• In this way we get from (All 7) 
the semi-relativistic equation of motion for a charged particle in a slowly 
varying external field: 

m» = e(E +c-1v /\ B)+(VE)·(µ-c-1v /\ v)+(VB)·(v+c-1 µ /\ v) 

+c-1 j_(µAB-vAE). (All8) 
dt 

The dipole terms in this equation are symmetrie with respect to electric and 
magnetic phenomena. This was not the case in the non-relativistic equation 
(I.55). 
A semi-relativistic equation of motion has been given also by Coleman 

and Van Vleck1, starting from the Darwin Hamiltonian (v. problem 6 of 
chapter III). They employ the point X* (A88) as the centre of energy. This 
means that the relative coordinates with respect to the privileged point satisfy 
a relation like (Al 01) but without the fourth term. It follows however from 
the discussion leading to (A104) that such a definition is biased by the choice 
of the observer's frame: in other words such a definition of the centre of 
1 S. Coleman and J. H. Van Vleck, Phys. Rev. 171(1968)1370. 
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energy is not even covariant up to order c-2• Using this centre of cnergy 
they find an equation of motion up to order c-- 2, which has a form similar to 
(Al 13) but with an extra term c-2(d2/dt2)(L; m;X·r/.) at the Ieft-hand 
side. Making a multi po Ic expansion and taking the serni-relativisuc limit, ene 
arrives then at an equationlike(AJJ8)withoutî.heterm -c-1(VE)·(vAv). 
Coleman and Van Vleck limit thcrnselves to the case of a magnetic dipole 
in an electric field and thus find for the force only the term - c - 1 ( d/d t )( v A E). 

b. The enerqy equation 

The energy equation is obtained by multiplying the equation of motion 
(A87) with R; and summing over i: 

"\'d, -2·2·. "\'. 1..., i.m;(J +½c R;)R;}·R; = 1..., e;R(elR;, t). 
i dt i 

If the relative positions r; (A91) are introduccd. and the relation (Alül) 
is used, one gets as the left-hand side the time derivative of the quantity 

• 2 2 • 4 2 -!mX +¾c- mX + I ½111;1\ 

{ 
· d ( 2 e- · ) -c-2I X·- -}m-1'-r-+ I ' -- r-+m-X·r.,:. 

; dt - ' ' ' j('l"i) 8nlr; r) ' ' ' ' 

3 -2x·2 3 ('·X·)2 3 :2:,x· 3 ,41 -4111;Y; -z111; I; -z·ln;l;I; --3111;1; j. 

3 .4 " e; f. x· (r;-1)·(1\-1\)r;·X\ +s717;1\ - 1..., 1"i' - ~----~2~ -J 
kFi)8n[r;-r) \ lr; r) 

. . . f 111· \ -r;·X(X+r;)- 1e;etCR;, t)- -' L ejetCRj, t)f 
\ 111 .i 

m; . x· r "' (R )1-] - ''r' l'/t1...,e_;e, 1,t1. 
111 j 

(Al 19) 

(A120) 

If the time derivative in the fourth term is perforrned, and the equations of 
motion (AI06) up to order c0 are employed, one obtains: 

½mX2+¾c-2mX4+ I½m;i';+c-2 L [¾m;1';X2+½m;(i\·X.)2+m;1:;,\·X 
' l 

(A121) 

The third term is the part of order c0 of the internal kinetic energy in the 
observer's frame. We want to introduce the kinetic energy in the rest frame 
of the composite particle, since this is an invariant quantity. Instead of using 

the total time derivative of r;, which would be obtained from (AlOO), it is 
more convenient to use the time derivative of r; at constant transformation 
velocity. It follows from (A96) or (A97) by taking X*(t) constant. Moreover 
we want to take into account the fact that time differentiations in the ob 
server's frame and in the rest frame differ by a factor 1-½c-2{X*(t)}2. In 
this way we are led to the introduction1 of the quantity ,:; by means of 

• ., -2·2., -2·.· -2·.· -2' •• 
1'; = r; -½c X r; +½c XT;X-c X·r;R;-c X·r;R;, (A122) 

where we used the fact that X* and X differ by terms of order c-2 only. 
From (Al22) and the equation of motion in zeroth order (A106) it follows 
that 

"' 1 -2 " 1 .,z -2" {l -2x· 2 .1 (. x·)2 1...,2m;r; = 1...,2m,r; -c 1..., 2m;r, +2m; l";' 
i i î 

+ mJ·fr/X. + e; r;-Xr;-e,(R;, t)}. (Al23) 

Substituting this expression into (Al21) and using (AI0I) we obtain as the 
Ieft-hand side of the energy equation the time derivative of 

1 x·z 3 -2 x·4 l "\' .,2 -2"Ç"' [.1 ·2x'z 3 •4 
2111 +8c m + 2 ~ m.r, +c 1..., 4m;r; +8m;r; 

' ' 
- "' e;ej {,: .• x_- (r,-rj)·(r;-rj)r;'X} -e-r-·X(X+2r-)·e(R- t) 

i...J t 2 r r t t t, j(if'i) 8nlr;-r) lr;-r) 

111· • • ] + -' (r;'Xi';-1\·Xr;)- L ejet(Rj, t) . (Al24) 
111 j 

In the right-hand side of the energy equation (Al 19) we now substitute the 
expression (Al 11) for the total electric field. Then we obtain 

d "\' e;ej (i _2 [.1 · . 1 (r,-rj)·1\(r;-rj)·,:j 
- - L, --- +c 21\'rj+ - -- 2 dt i,j(i*j) 8n[r;-r_;I 2 lr;-r_;I 

1_x· 2 1 {(r;-rj)'X}2 : ·x· (r; 1)·1\(r;-rJ·XJ) + + - ---- +1- + ---- 
2 2 lr;-r_;l2 ' 1,";-r_;l2 

+ I e;R,·E(R;, t). (A125) 
i 

The equation of energy (Al 19) becomes finally with (AI00), (Al 10), (Al22), 

1 Earlier in this appendix we did not need to make a differencc between ;, and ;; since 
they only occurred with factors c-1 or c-2• The quantity ;; introduced here is the c-2 
approximation of (A34). 
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(A124) and (Al25) 

d ( . . . - lmX2+J·c-2mX4 + '(lm.,::2+ic-2m-r'.2X2+::1c-2m-r'.4) 
d 

2 8 L.,_2 LL 4 iz 8 iz. 
t i 

' e;e_; [1 1 -2 f •t.:t (r;-r1)'r{(r;-r1)'r1 x·2}]) + L., ~-, ·7- + zC I r; '.i + ' ' z + 
i,J(i*.i) 8nl1\ -r_;I \ lr; -r_;I 

, · -2d[, {s = L., e;R;"E(R;, t)+c d- L., e; - AE(R;, t) 
i t ; m 

+21\·E(R;, t)r;+X·1\E(R;, t)} ·x]. (A126) 

This is the energy equation up to order c - 2 for a composite part iele ( cf. the 
equation of motion (Al13)). It shows which corrections of order c-2 arise 
as compared to the non-relativistic equation of chapter I. If the fields from 
outside the atom are slowly varying, we may perform a multipole expansion 
and introduce the multipole moments (Al 15). Just as for the equation of 
motion we shall confine ourselves to the contributions of the charge and the 
dipole moments. Moreover we introduce again the semi-relatioistic approxi 
mation, as in the preceding subsection. We then obtain from (Al26), using 
also the field equations (Al 16), and the notation v for the atomie velocity X: 
d ( 2 L 2 L e.e, ) - J.mv + +m, ,:: + '_.!_ __ 

2 2 l l ! f dt i i,J(i*.il 8nlr; - r_;I 

= ev·E +v·(VE)·(µ-c-1v A v)+ v·(VB)-(v+ c-1 µ A v) 

+ {i (µ-c-1v A v)\j ·E-(v+c-1µA v)· dB +2c-1 i {(v A v)·E}, (A127) 
dt dt dt 

which is the semi-relativistic energy equation fora charged dipole particle in 
an external field. (It might have been obtained by taking the limit of the 
relativistic equation.) As compared to the non-relativistic equation (I.67) 
various new terms with magnetic dipoles in motion arise here. 

3. The angular momentum equation 

The angular momentum equation for a composite particle is obtained by 
multiplying the equation of motion (A87) with the position R; and summing 
over the index i that labels the constituent particles: 

'\' d '( ( J - 2 • 2) . <. _ , f ( ) - 1 . ( )' L., R; A - l 111; 1 + 2c R; R;; - L., ei R, A let R,, t + c R; A b, R;, t ; . 
i dt i 

(A128) 

The left-hand side is the time derivative of the expression: 

'\' J -2 '2 . 
L., m;( 1 + zC R; )R; A R; . 
i 
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(A129) 

We introduce now the relative positions r, (A91) and use the centre of energy 
condition (Alül). This gives, up to order c-2, for (Al29): 

• 2 '2 2 ' mXAX+s+c- (½mX +½Im;r;)XAX 
i 

+ c-2 I m,(½X2 + X:1\+½r;)r; A r;-c-2(s A X) A X 
i 

-c-2 L e,e_; {1';AX+XAr,-(r,-r_;)·(1\-r_;)XAri} 
i,.i(i*.il 8nlr;-r_;I li\-r_;l2 

-2" (. .. .. . . ..) -c L., m;XA Y(l\l';+X·r,r;+X·r,r;, 
i 

(A130) 

where the non-relativistic inner angular momentum s (Al 10) has been in 
troduced. The accelerations in the last three terms may be eliminated by 
means of the equation of motion (A106) up to order c0• Por the electric field 
which then appears we write expression (A108). In this way we get as the 
left-hand side of the angular momentum equation the time derivative of the 
expression 

mX /\ X +s+c-2(½mX2 +½ L 111, r;)X /\ X 
i 

+c-2 L m;(½X2+X·r,+½r;),-.Ar;-c-2(sAX)AX 
i 

-2 '\' {. • S } -c L., e;X A r,·E(R;, t)r,+X·r,E(R;, t)+ - AE(Ri> t) 
; m 

__ 2 , e,e_; {. x· X : (r,-r_;)·R;X A(r,-r_;)) (Al3l) C L., 1 i /\ + /\ 1 i + ---- 2 ·-- ·--1 . 
î,j(i'Fj) sn1,-.-r_;1 lr,-r_;I 

The right-hand side of the angular momentum equation (Al28) contains 
the total electromagnetic field, for which we substitute the expressions 
(Al 11 ). In this way one finds for the right-hand side 

-c-2 L i [ e;e_; {R,AR_;+ (r;-rJ)·R_;R,A}r,-r_;))] 
i,J(i*.i) dt 8nlr;-r_;I lr,-r_;I f 

+ Ie;R,A{E(R;, t)+c 1R;AB(R;, t)}. (A132) 
i 
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The angular momentum equation (AI28) becomes with (A131) and (Al32): 

d [ · 2 ( • 2 2 e- e · ) • - mXAX+s+c- ½mX +½Imi1\+ I '1 XAX 
dt ; i,j(i*j) 8nlr;-r) 

+ c-2 I m;(½X2 + X·1\+Y;)r; /\ 1\-c-2(s /\ X) /\ X 
i 

_2 '\"" e;ej { . (r;-rJ·Rjr;Arj}] + C L, _ ___:~ Y · /\ r · - ~----=-'--'~ ~ 

i,j(i*jJ 8nlr;-r) ' 1 lr;-r)2 

= Ie;R;A{E(R;, t)+c-1R;AB(R;, t)} 
i 

+ c-2 i [Ie; X /\ {1\·E(R;, t)ri + X·ri E(R;, t) + i /\ E(R;, t)}] . 
dt ; m 

(A133) 

If the external fields are slowly varying we may perform a multipole expan 
sion of the right-hand side and limit ourselvcs to dipole terms. Expressing 
the results ( wiih the help of (AIOO)) in terms of the dipole moments (All 5). 
and reiaining onlyterms up to c-1 (consider.ng magnetic clipole mornents as 
being of order c0) we ob.ain the senti-relatiuistic inner angular momentum 
equation: 

d -(Im;r;/\1:;) = µA(E+c 1vAB)+vA(B-c-1vAE). 
dt i 

(A136) 

Here we have writren v for the velocity X of the cornposite particle. This 
equation (which may be found also from the rclativistic theory namely from 
(! 36)) shows a symmetry between electric and magnetic phenomena, which 
was absent in the non-relativistic equation (1.79). 

This equation still contains the position X of the composite particle. It may 
be eliminated with the help of the equation which results if the equation of 
motion (All3) is multiplied (vectorially) by X. Then we get 

i [s+c-2 I m;(½X2+X·1\+½1:;)ri/\J\-c-2(sAX)AX 
dt i 

-2 '\"" e;ej { . (r;-rj)·Rjl\Ari}] + C L. -~~ 1'· /\r. - .2._C____:'-'---"-'c_-=- 
i,j(i * iJ 8nlr;-1·) ' 1 lr;-r)2 

= L e.r.r. {E(R;, t)+c-1RiAB(R;, t)} 
i 

+c-2 Ie; X /\ {,\·E(Ri, t)r;+X·r;E(Ri, t)+ ~ /\ E(R;, t}f. 
; m 

(A134) 

The non-relativistic inner angular momentum s (Al 10), which occurs here, 
has been defined in terms of r, and ri. If we eliminate these quantities in the 
Ieft-hand side in favour of r; and r;, with (AIOO) and (Al22), we obtain as 
inner angular momentum equation 

i [ I m;(l +½c-2,:;2)r; /\ r;-½c-2{( I m;r; /\ r;) AX} AX 
dt i i 

-2 I e;ei {, ., (r;-r:;)·r1r;Ar1}] +c -~- r-/\r---~~--.c 
8 1 ' 'I ' 1 1 ' '12 i,j(i*j) nr,-rj rc:r. 

= I;eir,A{E(Ri, t)+c-1R,AB(R;, t)} 
i 

+c-2 Ie;XA {1\·E(R,, t)r;+X·r;E(R;, t)+ i AE(R;, t)} 
i m 

+c-2 i { L e;r(XY;AE(R;, t)}. 
dt i 

(A135) 
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PROBLEMS 

1. It is possible to prove directly the covariance of the dipole contributions 
(48) and (49) to the polarization tensor (although the manifestly covariant 
derivation of these formulae guarantees their covariance already). To that 
end consider first the Lorentz transformation from the momentary atomie 
rest frame (ct<0), RC01) to the observer's frame (et, R) which transforms the 
coordinates (d0l, Ri0l(t(0l)) of a point of the world line of atorn k into 
(ctk, Rk(tk)), where in genera! tk differs from t. (The transformation velocity 
is cPitk) = dRk(tk)/dtd Show from the transformation formulae that 

c(tk- t) = y~(t)/Jit)·{Rit)-R} + ... , 
where a Taylor expansion bas been performed and where the dots stand for 
terms of higher order in Rit)-R. Prove then, again using the Lorenrz trans 
formation formulae, that 

Rf0l(i<0i)-R(0) = n;1(t)·{Rit)-R}+ ... , 

(Pl) 

(P2) 

where n-1 has been given in (A3). Show from the Jatter formula that 

c'5{Rf0l(t(0))-R(O)} = y;1(t)c'5{Rit)-R}, (P3) 

where (Al6) has been used. 
Show with (Pl ), (P3) and the transformation property (A5) of an anti 

symmetrie tensor that one obtains the formulae ( 48) and ( 49) starting from 
the forrnulae 

Pko\R<oi, t(O)) = µfl\{Ol)c'5{RfOl(t(O))-R(Ol}, 

m[Ol(R<oJ, t(Ol) = vf ll(t<Ol)c'5{ R[o\t<Ol)- R(Ol}, 

which are the atomie rest frame cases of (48) and (49). 

(P4) 

2. Prove from (69) and (70) that, for sufficiently small forces, the world 
line determined by the centre of energy construction of section 3b is time-like, 
To that end consider the world line points (R°, X) and (R0 +c'5R0, X +c'5X) 
in the proper frame of p" corresponding to the first point. The second point is 
a centre of energy in a plane surface r' with normal parallel top"+ op", The 
proper frame of p" + c'5p" is connected to the proper frame of p" by relations 
Iike (71). The point (R0 +c'5R°, X +c'5X) has in the new frame the coordinates 
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(R.0', X' +c'5X'). Prove that in the present case one gets 

R.0 = R0+3R0+e-(X-R'), 

R = R'-eR0 

in the same notation as in (76-77). Show then with the help of the equation 
of motion (64) that one has the relations 

J [{e·(X-R)+c'5R0}/(R0
, R)+et00(R0

, R)]dR = 0, 

J [c'5Xt00(R0
, R)+(X-R){e·(X-R)+c'5R0}J0(R0, R)]dR-ceAs = 0, 

where (68) has been used. From the first of these relations it follows that e 
vanishes if no forces are present, so that for small forces one has 

e = -c'5Ro JJdR 
J t00dR 

up to terms linear in the forces. Prove by substitution of this expression 
into the second relation that the infinitesimal change c'5X of the centre of 
energy and the change of time c - J c'5R0 are related as 

dX -zJ -3 (J ) -0 = c_ (R-X)J
0dR- ~ fdR AS, 

dR m m 

where we introduced m = c-2 J t00dR as an abbreviation (v. (120) and 
(123)). This formula shows that dX/dR0 tends to zero if the forces tend to 
zero, so that the world line is time-like if the forces are sufficiently small. 
Discuss the connexion between the last formula and (124) (together with 

(120) and (123)). 

3. Consider two plane surfaces L'(s) and L'(s+ ds), one through the position 
X,(s) (in the sarne notation as used in§ 3c) and with normal na(s ), and the 
other through X"(s+ds) and with normal n"(s+ds). Their equations are 
therefore n\s){Ra-Xa(s)} = 0 and n"(s+ds){Ra-X,,(s+ds)} = 0. Prove 
now that the volume d4V of a parallelepiped with basis d3L' in L'(s) at the 
position R\ with edges parallel to n"(s) and top in L'(s+ds) is 

d4V = -n u" {1- ,ip(R-X/} d3L'ds 
a )' ' 

llyU 

where n", X" and u"- = dX"/ds all depend ons. 
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By choosing for ,t the vector p'f,J~ p2 one recovers formula (94) with (95). 
(If one chooses for n' the vector c- 1 z/ one finds back the expression given 
in the footnote of chapter Hl af ter formula ( 129 ). ) 

4. Consider, as in section 2a, a cornposite particle consistmg of point 
particles with charges e; (we omit the index k, which Iabelled the composite 
particle ). Prove, by making a rnultipole expansion around a centra! world 
line X"(s ), the identity 

I e;uU(R;) = eii7f(X) 
':f,) 

+ " ( {°'I ... "ru"> /1 ·••(/11 - "u": + cv71 .,.O'nO'.)è f(X) L, f f XJ ••• a" 
11 :c::: 1 

½ d + '\' -- r ('···x"a3 f(X)\ L, d lf a, .. x" J 
11=0 s 

where .fis an arbitrary funciion and u" ... ,,, and v"···'" are the multipole 
moments (9); s is the proper time along the centra! world line X' and 
u" = dX"/ds. 

Apply this formula withf(R;) èi<4>(R1 R) and find then (7) with (5) 
and (10). Show furthermore that (15) and (16) are the multipole expansions 
of the integrand of (III.59). 
Finally, by application to (106) with .f(R;) pP(R;) 011e may obtain 

(! 68) by making use of the hornogeneous field equations (13 ). 

5. Prove that, under the same circumstanccs as in the preceding problem, 
one bas for an arbitrary functionf(R;) the multipolc expansion 

I e;rfufj(R;) 
i 

7) 'lC d 
= I nrt'···'n-,x;; i/if(X)+ I (n -1) -(tl'1···•n-laP)a f(X) 

n=.l o:1, .. a11-1 . n=2 ds a1.-,1'.11-2• 

CD + '\' r -(n- l)vx, ... a,.-2aflx,.-, +,,x, ... x,.-,afl}è f(X). i...J l_ 0:1 .. ,:Xn-1 • 
n= 1 

7. In the rest frame of pa the definition (66) of the centre of energy reads 
X = J Rt00dR/J t00dR. Prove that, up to order c-2, this expression reduces 
to 

X = I, m;(l +½c-2Rt)R1+c-2 L,,j(i*j) (e;ej/8n/Ri-R))R1• 

I, m;(l+½c-2.R;)+c-2 L;,j(i*j) (e;e)8n/R,-R)) 

Hint: the denominator follows along the same lines as in the preceding 
problem, and so does the material part of the numerator. For the field part 
of the numerator one finds first ½c-2 J Li,j(i*j) e,·ejRdR with e, and ej the 
Coulomb fields, due to particle i andj. With the help of a partial integration, 
the application of Gauss's theorem and the integration prescription of section 
3b ( according to which one has to integrate over a spherical volume of un 
boundedly increasing dimension) one obtains the last term of the numerator. 

8. Show from the definition (68) with (62) that up to order c-2 the space 
space cornponents of the inner angular momentum tensor saP are given by 

l1 = [Im;r;/\1\(l+½c 2r;2)-½c-2{(I;m;r;A1\)AX}AX 
' ' 

f ( I ') •Ic I ')}] m -z I e,ej , ., 1\-rj·rjr;/\rj +c ----- r-/\r-- ------- 
8 1 I 'I \ ' J I I ,,2 ,,j(i*j) nri-rj \ ri=r, 

(with k, !, m = 1, 2, 3 cycl.) in the same notation as in appendix V. The 
material part of this expression follows directly from the material part of 
tap (62), if one employs the defining relations(AI00) and (A122) for r; and 
,:; , and the transformation formulae (A5) for the antisymmetric tensor s", 
To find the field part, one should use the expressions (III.72) for the fields 
up to order c-2 or rather the expressions (III.70) with (III.83) for the fields 
in terms of Coulomb gauge potentials. Furthermore one should employ here 
the integration prescription, as explained in § 3b (i.e. integrating over a 
sphere of increasing radius around the origin). 

Apply this formula to (107) with.f(R;) = pP(RJ and find (173). 

6. Prove from the definition (120) of m by evaluating it in the rest frame 
oî p" (65) with (62) that one bas up 10 order c-2: 

, (l 1 - 2 • 2) - 2 '\' e; 
111 = L,111; +2c r; +c L, 

; i,j(i'Fj) 8n/1\-r) 

Hint: The fields oeeurring in t"P (62) follow from (IH.72). 

9. Prove from (Al 12) and the first line of (A106) with (A108) that one may 
write the sum of the total Lorentz forces on a set of parti cl es i with mass m 1, 
charge e;, position R,, velocity R1, acceleration i( as 
I e1{ei(R,, t)+c-1.Ri /\ bi(R,, t)} 
i 

_ _ - 2 d 
2 
( , e; e j R; ) _ 2 d ( '° R. ·R·· R ) - C -2 L, --- - C - L, In; i i i 

dt i,j(î*jJ 8n/R1-R) dt ; 

+ I e;{E(R;, t)+c-1.R,AB(R;, t)}+c-2 i { I e;R/E(R1, t)RJ (PS) 
i dt i 
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Prove by insertion of this expression into (A87) (with a summation over i) 
that one obtains: 

d2 {'°' ( t -2 R·2 -2 '°' eiej ) R} 
2 L, mi+2c mi i +c L, -~- i 
dt ï j(*iJ SnlR;-R) 

'°' -1· -2d{'°' · } = L, ei{E(R;, t)+c R;AB(R;, t)}+c 1.., e;Rï·E(Rï, t)R; . 
i dt i 

"(P6) 

Check that one recovers the equation of motion (All3) by employing 
(A91), (Alül) and (A106). 
Remark. At the right-hand side of (P6) two terms with the external fields 

E and B appear: the ordinary Lorentz force and an extra term. The latter 
bas a form analogous to the term 

c-2 d { L e;1\·E(Ri, t)rJ, 
dt i 

which appears in the semi-relativistic equation of motion (Al 13). This term 
led, via the multipole expansion, to the term 

-c-1 ~ (vAE) 
dt 

of the dipole equation of motion (All 7), i.e. to the 'magnetodynamic effect' 
associated with the total magnetic moment. Some discussions (e.g. H. A. 
Haus and P. Penfield Jr., Physica 42(1969)447) about the magnetodynamic 
effect limit themselves to the derivation of (part of) the terms given at the 
right-hand side of (P5), namely the terms with E and B. The problem of 
deriving an equation of motion which involves the definition of a proper 
centre of energy is not solved then, The conclusion that also inner angular 
momentum terms appear in the equation, so that effectively only the anom 
alous magnetic moment contributes, is then missed. 

10. Prove that the time-component of the equation (160) reads in three 
dimensional notation: 

,. dv _4 [ (óB óE) m·v· - = y eE·yv-m· -- -PA - 
dt àt àt 

(dB dE) (dE dB)] +y2m· - -PA - -y2(/JAm(a))· - +/JA - 
dt dt dt dt 

Compare this result with that of problem 6 of chapter VIII. 


